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Jacobianof
The intermediate
the cubicthreefold
By C. HERBERT CLEMENS and PHILLIP A. GRIFFITHS
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0. Introduction

The purposeof this paper is to study the cubic threefold,that is, the
hypersurfaceof degreethreein complexprojectivefour-space.Our principal
toolin thisstudywill be the intermediateJacobianofthe threefold,an abelian
varietywhichhas a role in the analysis of algebraic curves on the threefold
similarto the roleof the Jacobianvarietyin the studyof divisorson an algebraiccurve. Muchofwhat we will do is motivatedby analogywithproperties
of curvesand theirJacobianvarieties,so we shall begin by recallingsomeof
these propertiestogetherwith some general facts about abelian varieties
(see [17]).
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A positivepolarizationon a complextorus A is given equivalentlyby:
form
(i) a skew-symmetric

Z

Q: H1(A) 0H1(A)*

whichsatisfiesthe Riemannbilinearrelations;
divisor0 on A, taken up to numericalequivalence
(ii) a non-degenerate
Since
[17;
Chapter
H2(A) Homz(A2H1(A),Z), ifwe are given0, then
(see
1]).
formQ. Conthe dual cohomologyclass Q ? H2(A) definesthe corresponding
versely,given Q, the Riemannbilinear relationspermitthe constructionof
the non-degenerate
divisor0. A complextorusis called an abelian varietyif
it admitsa positivepolarization.
A positivepolarizationon a complextorus is principal if equivalently:
(i) Q is unimodular;
0 so that 0 is determinedup to translationby its homology
(ii) dim a0
class.
Because of this last property,principalpositivepolarizationsare especially
useful in geometry. If we definea morphism
p: (A, OA)

(B,

-

OB)

betweenpolarizedabelian varietiesto be givenby a homomorphism
P: A- B
=
such that (P*(QB) Q, thenthe principallypolarizedabelian varieties form
a categoryhavingverystrongsemi-simplicity
properties(see (3.6) and (3.20)).
Givena smoothprojectivevarietyW, thereare associatedto W twoabelian
varieties,the Albanese varietyAlb(W) characterizedby the existence of a
mappingX: W >Alb( W) such that any rationalmappingofW intoan abelian
varietyfactorsuniquelythroughX, and the Picard varietyPic(W) which is
the groupofdivisorsalgebraicallyequivalentto zeromodulodivisorsofrational functionson W. Furthermorethereexist the relations:
(0 1)

A

(0.1)

X*: H1(W)

H1(Alb(W))

X*: Pic(Alb(W))

(modulo torsion)

Pic(W).

If C is a smoothcurve, the intersectionform
H, (C)

(2
H, (C)

Z

inducesa principalpolarizationon Alb(C) with corresponding
divisor0. The
mapping *: C

Pic(C) given by
* W

inducesa mapping:

=

(X - XO)
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(Using (0.1), a can be alternativelyconstructedfromthe mappingAlb(C)
Pic(Alb(C)) given by a -- (0 + a).) It is then Abel's theoremthat:
(0.2) The map v: Alb(C)

>Pic(C) is an isomorphism.

Thus in the case of curves,these two abelian varietiescan be identified,the
resultingvarietybeing denotedby J(C), called the Jacobianvarietyof the
curve.
Continuingwiththe case of curves,thereare inducednaturalmappings:
C(k)

skW

>

J(C)

whereC(k) is the k-foldsymmetric
productof C. The Jacobiinversiontheorem
states that:
(0.3) If k > g, the genus of C,
birational.

c(k)

is surjectiveand if k = g, the mappingis

The theorems
of Riemann and Poincare state that:
(0.4) For k < g, K(k)(C(k))has the same homologyclass in H2k(J(C)) as thecycle
1
O) .
(0. ... 0)
1g -(dO.
(g - k)! (g-k)-times

In particular,since0 is determinedup to translationbyits homologyclass:
r"'9-1'(C'g-1)= 0 + (constant)-

Finally, Torelli's theoremstates that:
(0.5) The curve C is uniquelydeterminedby the principallypolarizedabelian
variety(J(C), 0).
In general, let (A, 0) be a principallypolarizedabelian varietyof dimensiong. Referringto (0.4), we say that(A, 0) has levelk ifthe homologyclass of
(g

1
-

(0.
0)
k)! (g- k)-times

containsan effectivealgebraic k-cycle. Thus (A, 0) is always of level (g - 1);
and (A, 0) is of level one if and onlyif (A, 0) is a sum of Jacobiansof smooth
curves (see [14] and [16]). Now any principallypolarizedabelian varietyhas
into irreducibleones correspondingto the
a unique directsum decomposition
irreduciblecomponentsof its theta-divisor(see Lemma 3.20). Thus given
(A, 0) we can associate to it, for example, the principallypolarizedabelian
variety(A1,01)whichis the directsum of the componentsof (A, 0) whichare
not of level one.
The motivationof the definition
of (A1,01) is as follows: If V is a non-
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singularthreefoldsuch that the Hodgenumbersh1'(V) and h3'0(V)are zero,
thenthereis a principallypolarizedabelian variety(J(V), 04, called the inJacobianof V, obtainedby dividingH1'2(V) by a lattice generated
termediate
third
by the
integralcohomology.The associatedprincipallypolarizedabelian
variety (J(V), (0)l)

(obtained by "throwing away" the summands of J(V)

whichcome fromcurves) turnsout to be a birationalinvariant of V. In the
case that V is a non-singularcubic threefold,(J(V), 0S) will be shown to be
irreducibleand of level two but not oflevel one,so that V cannotbe rational.
Again, let V denote a smooth,projectivevariety of dimensionthree.
Given'rE H3(V; Z) thereis induceda linear mapping:
7*: (H3,0(V)

e H2,1(V))

>C

(01

>

r

Then J(V) (H3'0(V) ? H2,1(V))*/{Y*}. Analogouslyto the case of curves,
given an algebraic family{Z8}. e of effectivealgebraic one-cycleson V, the
"locus of the cycle" map
a *: H1(S)

>H3(V)

of complextori
inducesa homomorphism
I: Alb(S)

JV)
A
called the Abel-Jacobi
mapping. (S is assumed to be smoothand irreducible.)
Furthermore,if {ZJ}satisfiesa mild general positionrequirement,then for
each s E S thereis definedan incidencedivisor
D=

{tcS:

(Z3

nZt) #0}

Choosing a basepoint so? S, the map *(s) = (D
leads to a homomorphism
go:Alb(S)

-

D80) fromS to Pic (S)

>Pic(S) .

A generalversionof Abel's theoremsays that therealways is a factorization
Alb(S)

(0.6)

JV)
Pic(S)

i/

and that if h3,0(V) = hl?(V) = 0, kerp/ker ' is finite. This says that, up
to isogeny,the equivalence relationon {ZJ}determinedby J(V) is the same
as that determinedon {D3} by linearequivalence.
We now specializeto thecase that V is a cubicthreefold.Then h3'0(V)
hl?(V) = 0 and h2,1(V) = 5. Furthermore,
if we denoteby Gr(2, 5) the Grass-
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mann varietyof projectivelines in P4 and put
line L8 C VI
S = {s E Gr(2, 5): the corresponding
thenit is a resultof Fano [6] that S is a smoothirreduciblesurface having
the numericalcharacters
(0.7)

hl'(S) = 5, h2'0(S) = 10.

Buildingupon resultsof Gherardelli[7] and Todd [19] we show:
(0.8) (Abel's theoremand the Jacobiinversiontheorem).In thediagram(0.6),
all threemappingsare isomorphisms.
Also the natural mapping A: S

> Alb(S) = J(V) is generically injective

and we will show that:
(0.9) The homology class of +(S) is the same as that of the cycle
(1/3!)(Ov-Ov-Ov)Next, the mapping1j(2): S X S
J(V) definedby ,(s, t) = s - t is generically
6 - 1 so that:
(0.10) (Theoremsof Riemannand Poincare). The image variety *'2'(S x S)
coincides,up to translation,with O,.
Thus (J(V), O0) is of level two. By studyingthe so-called Gauss map on O,
we thenderiveour last two theorems:
(0.11) (Torellitheorem). The principallypolarizedabelian variety(J(V), O0)
uniquelydeterminesthe cubic threefoldV.
(0.12) (Non-rationalitytheorem). The principallypolarized abelian variety
(J(V), O0) is not of level one so that V cannotbe rational.
Our methodsof proofof (0.8)-(0.12) consist mainlyin elementarygeometricanalysis of cubic hypersurfacesof dimensions2, 3, and 4, applications
ofthetheoryofabelianvarietiesand ofPicard-Lefschetz
theory,and degeneration arguments,that is, reasoningbased on the studyof the topologyofalgebraic varietiesacquiringsome simpletypesof singularities. Our use of this
last techniqueoccurswher a familyVtofcubicthreefoldsacquiresan ordinary
surdoublepointfora fixedvalue t = 0 ofthe parameter. The corresponding
the
on
lines V0which
face of linesSo has an ordinarydoublecurveDo givenby
pass throughthe double point. The threefoldV0is rationaland is obtained
by blowingup P3 along a canonicalembeddingof Do, a non-singularcurve of
genus four,and thenblowingdown a quadric surface. Furthermorethe surface So has as its normalizationthe second symmetricproductD'2'. This
enables us to constructa topologicalmodel for St by plumbingSo along a
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of Doe
tubularneighborhood
The precedingtopologicalanalysisleads, firstofall, to the conclusionthat
the mappingsof (0.6) are all isogenies. This thenallows us to concludethat
two relationsinducedon elementsofS underthe mappingS
Pic(S) actually
already hold under S >Alb(S). Beforestating these relations,recall that
the grouplaw on a cubic curveis generatedbythe relation"threepointslying
on a line". In this context,if we think of Alb(S) as a quotientof the free
abelian groupgeneratedby the lines on V, thenthe generatingrelationsfor
the grouplaw includethe followingtwo:
"Six lines passing througha pointon V".
"Three coplanarlines on V".
to conclude(0.8).
The existenceofthese relationsin Alb(S) are thensufficient
-

A seconduse of the degenerationargumentoutlinedabove comes in the
proofof(0.9) wherewe show firstthat the theoremis true "in the limit"and
of the actionof the monodromy
group
thenapply the absolute irreducibility
fora Lefschetzpencilof hyperplanesectionsof a cubic fourfoldto conclude
map, rather
(0.9) forsmoothV and S. For (0.10), the fact that the difference
than the sum, is used to constructO, geometricallyis intimatelyrelated to
the classical "double sixes", that is, conjugate sets of six disjoint lines on a
non-singularcubic surface(see ? 13).
The geometricaspects of our proofsof (0.11) and (0.12) were motivated
byAndreotti'sproofofthe Torellitheoremforcurves [1]. His argumentsare
based on the interplaybetweenthe geometryof the canonicalmappingofthe
curveintoprojectivespace and theGauss mappingon thetheta-divisor.In the
case ofthe cubicthreefold,we findourselvesin a situationformallyanalogous
to that upon which Andreottibuilds his proof. To explain briefly,we can
definea Gauss map on +(S) c J(V):
>Gr(2, 5)

9: *(S)

subwhereGr(2, 5) shouldnow be interpretedas the set of two-dimensional
spaces to the tangentspace to J(V) at the origin. The centralgeometricfact
the compositiongo* is just the
is then that, under suitable identification,
tautological inclusioncoming fromthe definitionof S as a subvarietyof
Gr(2,5), the set of projectivelines in P4. This essential fact, whichwe call
allowsus to computethebranchlocusofthe Gauss
the tangentbundletheorem,
map
9:

O

-> P.

Analogouslyto the case of curves, this branch locus is the dual variety V *
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of the originalcubic threefoldV, fromwhichwe obtain(0.11). Finally(0.12)
reducesto showingthat V* does not contain linear subspaces of dimension
two so that V* cannotcoincidewiththe dual varietyof a curve in P4.
By and large, the paper is self-contained.Aside fromone's natural inclidevelopmentis
nationto do so, the reasonthat we have givena self-contained
than
that it was oftennecessaryto have somewhatmorepreciseinformation
was classicallyavailable. For examplemanycomputationshingeon suchquestionsas whetherthe doublecurve Do of the degenerateFano surfaceS0 splits
intotwo componentsundernormalization,what is the normalbundle of the
curve lyingover D, in the normalizationof S0, and so forth. The lengthof
the paper is due in large measureto this circumstance.
two of the centralideas in this paper were
By way of acknowledgement,
suggestedto us by A. Mayerand E. Bombieri. First,it was Mayer who told
us that the Gauss mappingshouldbe used to studythe subvarietiesin a principally polarizedabelian variety,and in particularthat the Gauss map on the
theta-divisorshouldhave a branchlocus withgeometricsignificance.Secondly, it was Bombieriwho suggestedthat the rationalityof the cubic threefold
shouldforceits intermediateJacobianto look like the Jacobianvarietyof a
curve. After we put in the informationarising frompolarizations,it was
exactlythis notionwhichled eventuallyto the irrationalityproof.
Finally,afterthis paper was completed,G. Lusztig pointedout to us a
recentpaper by A. N. Turin (Izvestia Akad. Nauk. S.S.S.R., Tom 34, no. 6,
pages 1200-08). This paper, togetherwith a subsequent one appearing in
Izvestia, Tom 35 (1971), pages 498-529, seems to overlap very considerably
withthe geometricaspects ofour studyofthe cubic threefold.In particular,
the tangentbundletheoremis containedin an essentiallyequivalentformin
Turin's firstpaper and the Torelli theoremfor cubic threefolds,obtainedby
a different
method,appears in the second paper accordingto a letterwhich
we have recentlyreceivedfromthe author. In a relatedletter,Y. Maninhas
writtenthat he and V. Iskovskibhhave recentlyprovedthe irrationalityof
the non-singularquartic threefold. Since some of these are unirational,this
Lurothproblem.
gives anothercounterexampleto the three-dimensional
Beforebeginningthe main bodyof the paper, we concludethe introduction with a list of notationand conventionswhich will be used repeatedly
throughoutthe paper:
Notationand Conventions
1. Dimensionmeans complexdimension,and all complex manifoldswill be
assumedto be orientedby the formdxj A dy1A ... A dx,,A dyowhere {zj-
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local coordinates.For a complexnumberz,
are holomorphic
xj + iyjj=,...
Re z and Im z will denoteits real and imaginaryparts respectively.
variety". If Xis an algebraicvarie2. "Threefold"means"three-dimensional
ty,the expression"forgenericx e X" means"thereexistsa denseZariskiopen
subset U of X such that forall x e U".
3. For a product X1 x

...

x Xm of manifolds, wr: (X1 x ...

x Xm)

will denotethe projectionontothe factorXi.
4. For a space X, Hq(X) = Hq(X; Z)/{torsioncycles}, all homologysingular,
with compact support. If X is a compact manifold: Hq(X) = (image of
q-forms}); A: H*(X) 0
Hq(X; Z) in the de Rhamgroup{closedq-forms}/{exact
H*(X)
H*(X) denotesthe cup-productoperationand : H*(X) ( H*(X)
H*(X) the dual intersectionoperation. If Y is an algebraic q-cyclein the
algebraic manifoldX, {Y} is the elementof H2q(X) carried by Y. "-" will
also denoteintersectionof algebraic cycles.
5. For a complex manifoldX, x e X, Y a submanifoldof X: T(X) is the
(complex)tangent bundle of X, T(X, x) its fibreat x; T*(X) is the dual
cotangentbundlewithfibreT*(X, x). N(X, Y) willdenotethe normalbundle
to Y in X. For a divisorD on the algebraic manifoldX, L(D) is the associsections.
ated line bundleand O(D) its sheaf of holomorphic
6. P. will denote complex projectiven-space; Gr(k + 1, n + 1) will denote
the Grassmannmanifoldof (k + l)-dimensionalsubspacesofcomplex(n + 1)space. Then P, = Gr(1, n + 1) and P* will denote Gr(n, n + 1), the dual
projectivespace to P,. For A c P*, let [A] = the subspace of P, determined
by the linearsubspace n{h: h: h e A}, forB C Pn,let [B] = {h e P*: B C [h]}.
7. Z, Q, R, and C will denoterespectivelythe integers,the rational,real and
complexnumberfields.
PART ONE: INTERMEDIATE JACOBIANS OF THREEFOLDS

1. Algebraic correspondencesand homologyrelations
Let X and Y be smoothirreduciblecomplexprojectivevarietiesofdimension m and n respectively,and let T be an algebraicr-cyclein (X x Y). Let
K: H* (X) (0 H* (Y) -

H*(X x Y)

be the Kiinnethisomorphism.Then T inducesa homologymapping9P(X,Y;
T) definedby the composition:
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H*+2?f(Xx Y)

He+2,-2m(XX Y)

) H*+2r-2m(Y)

We have immediatelya purelyformalnumericalrelation:
(9p(X, Y; T(Y) - )y = (i - (T(Y, X; T)(a)))x

(1.1)

whereY E Hq(X), a

C H2(m+n-r)-q(Y)

a, 0R
be the decomposition
of {T} accordingto the
b2rKiinnethisomorphism
K and if we let X1 and X2be twocopiesofthe manifold
X, thenwe can definean algebraiccycle M in X1 x Y x X2 such that:

If we let

(1.2)

~2r0

{M}

=

(I.

a,

(0 b2r-i(0 {X2}) (Ej

{X1} (0 b2r-j (0 a,)

(again we use the Kiinnethisomorphism,
this time on X, x Y x X2). Define
the mapping7(X; T) as the composition:
H*(X) = H*(X1) 0{

X28)1}

{iL
(ma)

H*+4r-2(m+n)(Xl
*

X

H*+2(m+r)(Xl

H*+4r-2(m+

X

Y x X2)

Y

X

X2)

f)(X)

Again, by a purelyformalcalculationusingthe relationbetweenthe Kiinneth
formulaand the intersectionpairing,one obtains:
(1.3)
Y

(X; T) = p(Y, X; T) op(X, Y; T)
Also noticethat if we view T as a correspondenceT: X
Y and let T*:
X be the dual correspondence
(also definedby T c (X x Y)) then
M=

(T*oT): X-+ X.

If T is an effectivealgebraic cycle (componentswith multiplicityone), then:
(1.4)

{M} = f(7rxlxy)-1(T)}-{(7ryXX2)-1(T)} .
2. Families of algebraic curves on a threefold
For the purposesof this paper, we will be interestedin the formalismof

? 1 onlyin a veryrestrictedsetting. Let V be a smoothirreduciblecomplex

projectivevarietyof complexdimensionthree.

Definition2.1. An algebraicfamily of algebraic curves on V is a nonsingularprojectivevariety S (called the parameterspace) togetherwith an
algebraic subvarietyT c (S x V) such that:

Z, - wv(({s}x V) n T)

is an algebraic curve in V foreach s e S.
(Note: Multiplicitiesof the componentsof Z, are given by the multiplicities
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of the componentsof ({s} x V) T. Thus since all componentsof T will be
countedwithmultiplicity
1, the same will be trueofZs forgenerics e S. This
setting,while not the mostgeneral,is adequate forour presentpurposes.)
For x e V define:
WX= 7rs((sx {x}) n T)
Thus Wxis the set of s e S such that Zs passes throughx. Now the family

(2.2)

{Wx}Cex does not have to be equidimensional, however it will be of use to make

some restrictionin this direction,whichwe will incorporatein the following
definition:
Definition2.3. The family{Z8}seS is said to be a coveringfamilyofcurves
for V if:
(i) S is irreducible,dimS = 2, and Zs is irreducibleforgenerics;
(ii) forall but a finitenumberof pointsof V,
dim Wx = 0;

(iii) forgenericx e V, Wxhas morethan one element;
(iv) forgenericx, if sl and s2 are distinctpoints of Wx then Zs, and Zs2
have transverseintersectionat x and have no othercommonpoints.
A consequenceof this definition
is that if {Zs} is a coveringfamily,we
can definean effectivedivisorI, called the incidence divisor of (S x S), by
putting:
(2.4)

I = (unionof all componentsof dimensionthreeof the set
{(sl, S2) e (s x S): (Z.1nZ82) # 0}) -

Furthermore,if we defineM as in (1.2) forthe triple(S, V; T) it followsthat
(7rsxs)*(MI) =

{I},

so that, again using the notationof ? 1:
(2.5)

7(S; T) = p(S, S; I) .

Notice also that if we define

(2.6)

x s) n I)
D8 = 1W(({s}

wherewrs
means projectionon the secondfactor,then it is a consequenceof
Definition2.3 that Ds is an effectivedivisoron S for each s e S. (Set-theoreticallyDs is just the set of all s' such that Zs and Zs, intersecton V, but as
withZsywe will want to countcomponentsof Ds with multiplicitiesgiven by
thoseof the componentsof (({s} x S) I1). For generic s, Ds is counted with
multiplicityone.) The algebraic familyof divisors{Ds}8seSwill be called the
family of incidencedivisorson S.
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Recallingthe definitions
in ? 1, put:
(2.7)

i)* = Cp(S, V; T): H1(S)
X* = p,(V,S; T): H3(V)
al* = r2(S; T):
H1(S)

-

-

H3(V)
H3(S)
H3(S)-

Using ? 1 and (2.5), thesemappingscan be thoughtof gemetricallyas follows:
(p) = three-cycletraced out on V by Z, as s traces out the one-cyclev;
X(a) = three-cycletraced out by W, as x traces out the three-cyclea;
(7) = three-cycletracedout by D, as s traces out the one-cyclea.
Furthermore,
since T and I are algebraic cycles,the dual mappings
cp*: H3(V)

(2.8)

V*: H3(S)

12*:H3(S)

-

-

H'(S)

given by

H3(V)

given by

H'(S)

given by

p*(w)

Jr

|

.ou~r)

|*(,8)
(,8)

)
J(*(r)
r
respect the Hodge decompositions[13; ? 15] of H*(S) (0 C and H*(V) ( C
accordingto the followingrules:

(2.9)

-

HP-l q-1(S)
Rev*:
Hp q(V)
(so, in particular,p* HI3,0(V)=?)
i*: HP q(S) HPgq(V) ;
12*:HP q(S)

)

HP-l-l(S)

Finally fora coveringfamily{Z8} of curves for V there is a relationbeintroduced
tweenthe "positivity"ofthe cyclesZ, and D, whichis conveniently
at this point:
Definition2.10. An effectivealgebraicone-cycleZ on V is called numerically positiveif forany effectivedivisorW on V:
(W.Z)

> 0 .

PROPOSITION 2.11. If {Z8} is a coveringfamilyfor V and if Z, is numerically positive,thenthedivisorsD, are ample on S.

Proof. Let C be any effectivedivisoron S. Since {Z8}is a coveringfamily,
thereis an effectivedivisorW on V such that
q(S, V; T) ({C}) = {W}
But
(qp(S,V; T)({C})-p(S, V; T)({s})) = (C-7)(S; T)({s}))

(see ? 1).
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by (1.1), thatis (W *Z8) (C-D8). SinceZ8is numerically
positive,(C *D8) > 0,
and so by the criterionof Moishezon-Nakai[11; page 30], D8 is ample.
COROLLARY2.12. If V has Picard number = 1, then D, is ample. (Recall

that if H2(V) has rank one, whichis the case, forexample,when V is a complete intersection,thenthe Picard numberof V = 1.)
3. The intermediate Jacobian and its polarizing class

As was mentionedin ? 2, one has the Hodge decompositionof the group
H3(V) (O C:
H3'0(V) 0 H2"(V)

H3(V) ( C

0

Hl2(V)

0

H0'3(V).

If we project the subgroup H3(V) of H3(V) ( C into the subspace W=
H",2(V) 0DH0'3(V), the image is a lattice U, in W and thereis an isomorphism
p: H3(V)

(3.1)

UV

such that fora, a e H3(V):
(3.2)

V

a A ,8 = 2Re5

V

p(a) A p(i8)

Now thereis a non-degenerate
hermitianform ,Cvdefinedon W by the formula:

(3.3)

CV(()1,

= 2i
w02)

(01A ()2

By (3.2), Im ?JC,correspondsunderthe isomorphism
(3.1) to the cup product
on
CV
Thus
Im
is unimodularon Uv. Also if Q is the fundapairing H3(V).
mentalclass of a Kahler metricfor V, then for appropriatechoice of local
coordinatesz1,Z2,
Z3 aroundx ? V
Q Ix

I/ -1]=,

dzi. A dZk e (T*(V, x) A T*(V, x))

If w e H",2(V) is such that (cvA Q) Ix= 0, then

(o Ix= aldz, A dz2A dz3+ a2dz,A dz2A dz3+ a3d-zA dz2A dz3
so that
w0A Co= r-2i)3(
whereZk
have:

=

Xk

+ iYk

-

1)dxl A dy1A dx2A dy2A dx3 A dy3

and, if w Ix# 0, r is a positive real number. Thus we

LEMMA3.4 Let E be a subgroupof H3(V) suchthatfor Ec = (E (Q C) c
(H3(V) (0 C):
(i) Er = (Ec n H2"(V)) 0 (Ec nH1 2(V));
(ii) (') A Q = 0 (i.e., w is primitive)for each W ? Ec;
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then

7CV is

positive definite on (Ec

n Hl,2(V)).

The precedingdiscussionsuggests the followingformalism(see also [17;
ChapterI]):
complexvectorspace, U a
Definition3.5. Let W be a finite-dimensional
lattice (of maximalreal rank) in W, and UC:(W x W)
C a nondegenerate
and unimodularon
UC
is
integral-valued
Im
that
on
W
such
form
hermitian
U. The triple(W, U, UC)is called a principallypolarizedcomplextorus.
-

In the categoryof principallypolarizedcomplextori,the notionof morphismwill be the strongone, namely
>(ff2

XC)

U19

(f19

U2, 9

2)

C U2 and XC1
means a linear transformation
v: W, W2 such that a(UU1)
(XC2)0,the "pullback" of JC2undera. This impliesthat a: W1 W2 is injective and that a(U1) is a directsummandof U2 suchthatIm JC2is also uniwe
modularon U-L = (a(U1))1m X2 C U2. Since (a(W1))5C2 C (a(Wl))?ImX2,
have by dimensionthat:
-

-

=

(?U(Wf1))-2

(a(Wl))?

Im

2

Denotingthislast complexvectorspace by Wi, we obtaina directsum decomposition:
(3.6)

(W1, U1 XC1) 0D (W1L, Uj 9JC21 WO)

(W2, U2, XC2)

We have just seen that everynon-singularthreefoldV has associated a
principallypolarizedcomplextorus
(3.7)
*(V) = (WV UVI CV)If h3,0(V) = hl"(V) = 0, thenby Lemma 3.4, CV is positive definiteso that
Jf(V)becomesa principallypolarizedabelian variety. It is of coursea standprojectivecurve, Wc = H0"1(C), Uc = the
ard factthat if C is a non-singular
projectioninto H0"1(C)of the subgroupH'(C) of H'(C) 0 C, and
fC(0(o,,(1)2)

-2i

oil

A w02

then XCCis positivedefiniteon WCand
J(C) = (WC0UC, JC)

(3.8)

is a principallypolarizedabelian variety,called the Jacobianvarietyof C.
Suppose now that X: V, V2 is a birationalmorphismbetween nonsingularthreefolds.Then foroj,, oi2 e WV,:
-

(3-9)

V2

0), A

(-)2

V,

(X*w)l)

A

(X*Ot2)
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so that thereis induceda morphism
g(V1)
and henceby (3.6) a directsum decomposition:
g(V2)

*

g(V1) g(V2) 0 g(V2)'.

(3.10)

If we supposefurtherthat V1 is the monoidaltransformof V2 obtained by
curve C, thenforc(C) as in (3.8) we have:
blowingup V2along a non-singular

g(V2)0 g(C).

LEMMA3.11. g(V1)

Proof. Put T= {(s, x) e (C x Vi): X(x)= s}, and define , = p(C, V1;T):
H1(C) H3(Vl) as in ? 1. One checksimmediatelythat the sequence
0

H3(V2)

C

H (T) (g)C

H3(V1) XgC

X

is exact where r = w1,: T
V, is the natural projection. By the Thomisomorphismand the fact that as in (2.9) all maps respectthe Hodge decomposition of cohomology,we have the followingdiagram in which the horizontal
sequenceis exact:
-

O

H1

WV1

WV2

2(T)

O

9*

Ho,1(C)

The lemmawill followif we can show that
(i) p* is onto;
(ii) if (XQ),*denotesthe pull-backof XCc,then
(xCC) S*

(UCV1)

12* ( Wv,1

11(C), then:
We obtainboth (i) and (ii) at once by proving: If y1 y2 H
(3.12)
(9*(Yi)*9*(Y/2))v1 = - (Y11*Y2)CTo prove(3.12), firstnoticethat if y1and y2 can be representedby cycles a1
and a2 whichhave no commonpoint,then so can p*(-1) and 9P*(2). It thereto checkthe formulain the case where(y1-72) = 1 and theirrepreforesuffices
sentativesa1 and a2 are part of a standard basis for H1(C). Thus a1 and a2
meettransverselyat one pointsoe C and have no other commonpoint. Let
W be a non-singularsurfacein V2 which meets C transversely.Then W =
X-'(W) is a non-singularsurfacein V, withexceptionalcurvesofthe firstkind
above each pointof (W n c). Suppose now that soe (W n C). Then:
(Bu

i(1) s

a* (s2))V

in

t(Syof

=

ag

s
tt())W

e

h

But it is a standardfact in the theoryof algebraic surfaces that X-1(s)has
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in W. So (3.12) followsand so does the lemma.

Givena principallypolarizedcomplextorus
= (W, Uj5C)

thereis a natural identification
U ~&H,(WI U)
so thatIm SCcan be interpreted
as a linearmappingon (H1(W/U) A H1(W/U)).
Since
(3.13)

A2H1(W/
U)
H2(WIU)
SC) correspondsnaturallyto an element

(-Im

Q(G) e H2(W/U)
called the polarizingclass of 2. If SC is positivedefinite,that is, if Ifis a
principally polarized abelian variety (see [17; page 30]), then there is an
effectivedivisorO(f) on (W/U) such that {a(f)} is the Poincaredual ofQ(,Y).
O(f) is uniquelydeterminedup to translationin (WI U) and is called the theta
divisorof W. One has the formulafory1, Y2e U:
(3.14)

Im XC(Y1,
92)

=-

((1

X Y2)*O(7f))(WIU)

where the identification
(3.13) is assumed and "x" denotes the Pontrjagin
product.
For a principallypolarizedcomplextorus ST,we define
dim Y = dim W .
Definition3.15. Let 2 be a principallypolarizedabelian variety of dimensionq. Sfis said to be of level k (1 < k < q -1) if
Q(J) A ... A Q(Sf)/(q-k)!
q- k-times

is the Poincaredual of an effectivealgebraic k-cyclein (WIU).
The conditionof the definition
is of course vacuous if k = q - 1. It is a
theoremof Matsusaka (see [16]and [14]) that Yis oflevel oneifand onlyif Y=
J(C) whereC is a (possiblyreducible)non-singularalgebraiccurve (in which
case the image of C in J(C) = (W,/Uc) is the desiredalgebraicone-cycle). If
,Y is of level one, then Y is of level k for each k = 1, ... , q - 1, since the
image of the k-foldsymmetricproductC(k')of C in J(C) is a k-cyclesatisfying
the requiredconditionin Definition3.15. Finally, we note that in the case
ofthecubic threefoldV whichwill be studiedin detail later on, j(V) will be
shownto be not of level one. We will prove,however,that I(V) is of level
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two (see ? 13).
classes of principallypolarNext we let C denotethe set of isomorphism
ized complex tori. We define an equivalence relation (--) in C as follows:
(3.16) T raI, Y' if thereexist non-singular(possiblyreducible)curves C and
C' such that thereare morphisms
>T'
9'
I'-*

(C')

ST0 5(C).

This equivalencerelationhas the properties:
(3.17) If , r- TJ'and Y2r",1 T

(n f 1
then

Y2)
')-'i

(JtY0

(3.18) If F is a principallypolarizedabelian varietyand
principallypolarizedabelian variety.

2)-

c-W-

T', thenT is a

The set of equivalenceclasses C/{I1} with the operator(0) formsa commutative semi-groupwith identityelement equal to the equivalence class of
Jacobianvarieties of curves. Let G denotethis semi-group.It would seem
that the structureof G is quite complicated. Howeverif we define:
(3.19) A = (semi-groupin G given by {1T: F is a principallypolarizedabelian
variety})
we can give the structureof A explicitlywiththe helpofthe followinglemma
whichwas pointedout to the authorsby G. Shimura(see also [14]):
3.20. Let (W, U, X) be a principally polarized abelian variety
and supposethatO(f) is reducible,thatis O(T) = = miOiwhereeach O, is
and irreducibleand each m,is a positiveinteger. Thenall them, = 1
effective
and there exist principally polarized abelian varieties Xi = (Wi, U., XiC)
such that:
LEMMA

(i)

P&
o Et,

x ... x (Wi_1/
UA1)
(i), O,corresponds
to(W1/U1)
(ii) undertheisomorphism
X O(T?) X (Wi+?/Ui+?)X ... X (W./U ).
Proof. Define:
A: (W/U)
(a1, ..., a,) v- ((

> Pic (W/U)

m,(a, + O,)) - 0)

where0 is a particulardivisorrepresentingO(f) and

0 = ,mO,0 .
Now dimH0((W/U), O(1 m,(a, + 0,))) = 1 foreach (a,, ... , an) G(W/U) and

(W/U)7 is connected. Thus:
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(3.21) T(a1, ***, an) -(b1, **.. bj) if and only if at + OS = bi + OS for all i
(whereequalitymeansequalityas divisors).

ofabelian varietiesand T is clearlyonto,dim(ker
Since T is a homomorphism
P) = (n

-

1)q where q = dim T. Let (W/U)i be the subvariety of (W/U)7

to the inclusionof the i-th factorinto the product. Then if
corresponding
=
Ai (kerP) n (W/U)i we have by (3.21) that:
kerT = EAj

.

Now considereach Ai as a subvarietyof (WI U). By (3.21):

ni Ai = {(O9... *, O)} .
If we put B. = n jAj9

thenan easy dimensioncountgives that
dim Ai + dim B.

But

-

q .

n

Ai has only one point. Thus (W/U)
A, ( B., and it followsimmediatelythat:
({Ai}-{B})(WVU) = 1 since

Bi.
(W/U) = K,&=Z
For a e Bi, a + Oj = Oj forall j

#

i so that

*{Be}) .
But 0 inducesa principalpolarizationon B. since B. is a direct summandof
(WI U) so that mi = 1 and the lemmais proved.

({0}*{B-}) =

.mi}

Definition3.22. A principallypolarizedcomplextorus Y is irreducibleif
forany morphism
P: U'-*J

eitherT' = 0 or p is an isomorphism.
Sincethe directsummandsof Yin Lemma 3.20 were constructedintrinsically
fromthe componentsof (7f),we have:
COROLLARY3.23. If F is a principally polarized abelian variety, 'F has

into thedirectsum of irreducibleprincipallypolara unique decomposition
ized abelian varieties. Y itselfis irreducibleif and onlyif 0(i) is irreducible.
Now the semi-groupA definedin (3.19) can be characterizedas follows:
COROLLARY3.24. A

(free abelian semi-group on the set of all irre-

ducibleprincipallypolarizedabelian varieties Y whichare not of level one).
If V is a non-singularalgebraic threefold,we denote by g(V) the eleto the principallypolarizedcomplex
mentof the semi-groupG corresponding
torus ,(V), called the intermediateJacobianof V(see (3.7)). Motivationfor
of g(V) is containedin the following:
the definition
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3.25. g is a birationalinvariant.
THEOREM
Proof. Let V
exists a sequence

V' be a birationalmap. Then by [12; page 140], there
V =

Vn -

Vo =

... *

Vn-,

V

such that each Vim Vi-1is obtainedby blowing up a point or along a nonsingularcurve, and such that the composition
Vat

Vat

V'

is a (birational)morphism.Since blowing up a point has no effecton third
homologyand hence no effecton the intermediateJacobian,we concludeby
Lemma 3.11:

9(V) Sf(V) E 9(C)
forsome (possiblyreducible)non-singularcurve C. By (3.9) and (3.10), there
exists a morphism
Similarlythereexists V' such that ( V') - g(V')
So c(V)

1-, g(V')

& g(C')

and the theorem follows.

and c(V)

g( V').

An essentialrole in what followswill be playedby:
3.26. If thereexistsa birationalmappingbetweenV and P3,
(C) for some(possiblyreducible)non-singularcurve C.

COROLLARY

then c(V) =

Proof. By the previous theoremR(V) -1 (0). In particularby (3.18),
c(V) is an abelian variety. Now use Corollary3.23.
4. The Abel-Jacobimapping
We wish to combinethe considerationsof ? 2 and ? 3. Let V be a nonsingularalgebraic threefold,and let {ZS},S, be a coveringfamilyofalgebraic
curves for V. Let
(V) = (WV UV
j IV)
as in (3.7). Wv is canonicallythe dual vector space of H3'0(V) EH'
Furthermore,if fora e H13(V)we define
a*: (H3'0(V) 0 H2"1(V))
CDI

-

C
, I Gt
Ja

of pairs:
thenwe have a natural isomorphism
(Wv, Uv) & ((H3o0(V) @ H2l1(V))*, {a*: a e H3(V)})

1(V).
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Define
J(V) = (WvlUv)

(4.1)

(113
0(V)

e

H2 V))* /13(V)

whereH3(V) is identified
withthecorresponding
latticein (H3o0(
V) E H21( V))*.
Notice that underthis last identification
we can write elementsof J(V) in
the form
E a~jai (a, real)
where{fa} is somebasis forH3(V), and (3.14) gives:
Q(g(V)) = - (ac*a)v

(4.2)

where (a x A) denotesthe Pontrjaginproductof a and 0-consideredas elementsof H1(J(V)).
Similarly,if p + q = m, any cycle y c Hm(S) can be identifiedwith a
linear functional:
-

y*:HPq(S)

C

We definethe Albanesevarietyof S:
Alb (S) = (H1o0(S))* Hi(S),
and the Picard varietyof S:
Pie (S) = (H21(S))*H3(S)
By (2.7) and (2.9) we clearlyhave the followingcommutativediagram of induced homomorphisms:
Alb (S)
(4.3)

l7

J(V).

Pic (S)

2

we write:
Again underthe appropriateidentifications,
P(E

C7j)

Cjp*(j)

-E

x(, aini) =

E

a-x*(ao)

'r(E Cj7j) = E Cj7* (-Yj) .
LEMMA 4.4. Let W bean ample divisoron V. Suppose that (9*(7)* W)
0 in H1(V) for each WY
C H,(S). Then the intersectionpairing on V is nondegenerateon p*(H,(S)).

Proof. The statement is an immediatecorollary of (4.2), (2.9), and
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Lemma 3.4.
The mapping A: Alb (S)
J(V) is called the Abel-Jacobi
mapping. We
are nowin a positionto provean analogue of the classical Abel's theoremfor
curves:
-

THEOREM4.5. Suppose thatthereis an ample divisor W on V such that
(9(i)- W) = 0 for all v e H1(S). Then in thecommutativediagram

Alb (S)

\(D

/J(V)
Pic (S)
(ker q)0 = (ker )?

2

where(0) denotesthecomponentof theidentity.

Proof. We need only check that Xa, is injective on 9 (H1(S)). If
0 thenby (1.1)
=

0

forall v e H1(S). Now use Lemma 4.4.
GeometricallyTheorem4.5 means that the equivalence relationon the
curves {Zs}ses which is induced by the intermediate Jacobian of V is, up to
isogeny, the same as linear equivalence on the incidence divisors {Ds}ses

There is a generaldiscussionof incidencedivisorsand Abel's theoremin [9;
? 1-4].
For each choiceof a basepoints e S we have a canonicalmorphism:
a8: S-

(4.6)

given by a,8(s')=

Alb(S)

(a
5a) . In the remainderofthissectionlet us suppose

that thereis a principallypolarizedsubtorus
J_= ( WI, U11 XI)

*eV)

such that:
(i) T(Alb(S)) '. (Wil Uj)

is positivedefiniteon W1.
(ii) hC1
Let 0 be an effectivedivisoron (TWV!U1).
Then thereis associatedto 0 a homomorphism
A: Alb (S)

-

Pic (S)

whichcan be constructedas follows. Let O,be the divisor given on Alb(S)
by q'-'(0). (Notice that O, may be zero but otherwiseis an effectivedivisor.
We supposethat 0,(# 0 sinceotherwiseeverythingis trivial.) Now 0S induces
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an algebraic familyof divisorson S:
{Es}seS

such that L(E8) is the pull-backto S of the line bundleL(O) under the mapping a8. The mapping p,,: S >Pic (S) definedby p80(s)= (E. - E8) has
the followingproperties:
Pic (S) suchthat foa,, = P80is inde(i) The homomorphismA:Alb(S)
pendentof the choiceof so.
inducedby A:Alb(S)
(ii) Let ,",: H1(S) H3(S) be the homomorphism
Pic (S) and the identifications
H1(Alb(S)) = H1(S), H1(Pic(S)) = H3(S). Then
we obtainthe formula:
continuingwith these same identifications,
-

(4.7)

( 71M

'2)

7~2)

(1x
( (9

(1)X

'P)Alb(S)

cP*(Y2))O0)I( 1VU1)

where" x " as beforedenotesPontrjaginproduct.
Now supposethat 0 is a specificrepresentativeof the theta-divisorO(f)
of Y in (4.3), we have:
determinedup to translation. Recallingthe definition
THEOREM4.8.

, = - A: Alb(S)

>Pic(S).

Proof. For y71y2e H1(S):
(4.2)
-

-

X cP*(Y2))0)(Wl/Ul)

((P*(y1)

(4.7)

PART TWO: GEOMETRY OF CUBIC HYPERSURFACES

5. The dual mapping, Lefschetz hypersurfaces
Let V be a hypersurfacein complexprojectiven-spaceP,.
Definition5.1. V will be called a Lefschetzhypersurfaceif V is either
non-singularor has at moston-eordinarydouble point.
It followsthat, if V is Lefschetz,then V is given locallyin P, by either
the equation z. = 0 (simple point) or (zi + *-- Z2) = 0 (double point) for
local coordinatesin P,. Suppose that V is
appropriatelychosenholomorphic
definedby an irreduciblehomogeneouspolynomialof degree d:
(5.2)

F(Xo,

...,

Xn) -

Let P* be the Grassmannmanifoldof hyperplanesin P, and let (Cn+l)*denote
the dual vector space to Coil. Using the Pluckercoordinatesin (Cn+l)*,we
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definea mapping

(5-3)

Cn+1
6':~~~S

(Cn+l) *

by the formula:
Y.
&v(Yol..* E)

(5.4)

= ((aFlaXo)
(yoI .. I y.), .. I (aFlaX.)(yoI .. * yn))-

Then 6v inducesa rationalmapping:
P'AThis mappingis called the dual or polar mapping associated to V. It is an
elementaryexerciseto show that:
TV' Pn

(5-5)

(5.6) (1, 0, * ,0) is a singular point of V if and only if (D2F/DX0DXj)1(1
a0.. 0,= 0
point if
double
is
an
ordinary
0.**,
0)
i
and
(1,
formula),
for all (use Euler's
.

and onlyif, in addition,
det (((a2F/DXiDXj) 1(10.0)) 1 < i, j

n) #0

Now supposethat V is Lefschetz. Let P, denotethe closureof the graph of
?v in (P. x P*) and let V denotethe closureof the graphof ?) I. The projectionsontothe factorsof (P. x P') give the standardcommutativediagram:

P*

LEMMA5.7. Pv and V are non-singular. If V is non-singular,IT is an
W1(Xo)) (Pn - {x0}) is an
isomorphismand so is 9: w-1(x,) [x0Jwhere[xo] {h e P*: xoe [hJ}. Thus
Pv P--(P. blownup at x0).
isomorphism. If V has double point x0, w: (PV -

everythingis obvious. If V has doublepoint
Proof. If V is non-singular,
(Cn"l)* by f(yl, -.., y) =
X0= (1, 0, *--, 0) e P., define a mapping f: C'
...,
y1,
,
yn)*
(DF/DX,)(1, y1,...* y)). If (C")o = (C" blown up
((&F/DXo)(1 *y
at the origin)and (C+1')0*= ((Cn+1)*blownup at the origin),thenby (5.6) f
inducesa regularmapping fo:(C")0 (C"+')* whichtakes the exceptionalset
ontoa linear subspace of the exceptionalset of (Cn+1)0.
in (C")oisomorphically
-

A

Let g, denotethe composition(Cn)o C" P. and g2thecomposition(Cn)o
(C"+')o* P*. The mapping g1x g2:CO (P. x P*) is injective and everyof r-1(x0)in P, The asserwhereof maximalrankand is ontoa neighborhood
tionsof the lemmanow followimmediately.
COROLLARY

5.8. Qo = (V n (W-1(Xo))) is a non-singularquadratic hyper-
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surfaceof ir-'(x0).
Givena Lefschetz hypersurfaceV and h e P*, then Vh =(V n [h]) is a
hypersurface
in the projectivespace [h]. In general, of course, Vh will not
be Lefschetz;howeverwe nowshowthat if h is chosenin a sufficiently
generic
manner,Vh continuesto be Lefschetz. First of all, let H denotethe subvarietyof P. definedby
= 0det ((&2F/DXiaXj),Xi,9j?n)

H is a hypersurface
of degree (n + 1) (d - 2) in P., called the Hessian subvarietyof P. associated to V.
LEMMA5.9. Let V be a hypersurface,
x a simplepointof V. Thefollowing statementsare equivalent:
(i) x C H;
(ii) ?V: PRn P* is of maximal rank at x;
(iii)

?F

1: VV P* is of maximal rank at x;

(iv) if h = D,(x), thetangenthyperplaneto V at x, thenVh has an ordinary doublepoint at x.
Proof. The equivalenceof (i) and (ii) is obvious. To get the rest,assume
(1, 0, ... , 0) and that the tangenthyperplaneto V at x is givenby Xn= 0.
Using that
aF/DXj = (1/d- 1) E Xi(D2F/DXiDXj)
one has that at the pointx:
x=

(5.10)

= 0 if j # n, =(d-1)
(D2F/DXOaXj)

if j = n .

Then (iii) is just the conditionthat
det ((D2F/DXiaXj)o0?i:?_)

be non-zeroat x. So (iii) and (5.10) give (ii). By (5.6), (iv) is equivalent to
the conditionthat
det ((D2F/aXiDX6)1?i,6?n-)
be non-zeroat x so that again by (5.10), we have the equivalence of (iii) and
(iv).

In the following,V will always be a Lefschetz hypersurfaceand x0 will
always stand forthe double pointof V if thereis one. All statementsshould
be taken as applyingbothto the case V non-singularand to the doublepoint
case, unless it is explicitlyindicatedto the contrary. Also we shall use the
followingnotation:
(5.11) If W is a subvarietyof P., then W will denote its propertransform
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in P, Furthermoreif W has dimensionr:
mO(W)= multiplicityof x0in W

= intersection multiplicity at x0 of W with a generic (n

-

r)-plane

passing throughx0.
Now for k > 0:

Hk(PV)

Hk(P,)

?

For k odd, these groups are

Hk(r-w'(xo)).

all zero, and for k = 2r a basis forHk(PV) is given by {{L}, {L0}} where L is
linear subspace of P, and Lo is an r-dimensionallinear suban r-dimensional
of
space (w-'(x0)). For linear subspaces L and L' (of dimensionr) in P,, one
has in P, the homologyrelation:

({L} - {L'}) = (mo(L') - mo(L)){Lo}
(5.12)
If x0
o L, then an immediateconsequenceof (5.4) is that deg ()*({L}))
P*. By Lemma
(d 1)?, where?* is the homologymapassociatedto 9): P,
5.7, deg (0*({Lo})) = 1. Taken together these last two facts give the
formula:
deg (D*({ WI)) = (d - 1)?deg ({ W})
(5.13)
subvarietyof P,.
where W is any r-dimensional
COROLLARY5.14. If d > 2, 9): P,

-

mo(W)

P* is finite-to-one.

Proof. If not, therewould be an algebraic curve in P, which? sendsto
a point. By (5.13), the curve must lie in w-1(xo).But that is impossibleby
Lemma 5.7.
LEMMA5.15. If d > 2, 0Dlj is genericallyinjective.
Proof. Let V* = ?( V). Then V* (consideredas a subvarietyof P* and
taken with multiplicity one) has its own dual mapping ?,*: P*

P** = PR,

At a genericpointx e V, 3DVI, mustbe of maximalrank since ? [i is equidimensionalby Corollary5.14. Thereforethereis an open neighborhoodU of
x in PR such that ?)(U n V) is smoothat ?)(x). If E ajXj = 0 gives the
tangent hyperplaneto ?,(U n V) at ?0,(x), then E (aj(D2F/DXjaXi)(x))Xi
mustgive the tangenthyperplaneto V at x, since DV is of maximal rank at
z by Lemma 5.9. Thereforeat x:
(E aj(a'F/aXjaX0)

,**,

Eaj(a'F/aXjaX,))

= ((aFlaXo)s ***. (aFlaXJ))

On the other hand if x = (yo0 ...,

y.), then at x:

...,
E yj(2F/aXjaXX))
(E yj(D2F/aXjaXo), *
= ((d - 1)(aF/DXo), ..., (d - 1)(aF/DXJ))

Thus as projective points (ao, ... , an) = (yog...,

y) which means that, restric-
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ted to V, (0,oO,) is the identitymap. The lemmais thenclear.
PROPOSITION5.16. Let V be a Lefschetzhypersurface.Then a generic

pencil of hyperplanesectionsof V containsonlyLefschetzhypersurfaces.

Proof. By what we have done above we knowthatthereis a Zariskiopen
subset U c V suchthat ( (U) n ?( V - U)) = 0 and ? tois injectiveand of
maximalrank. Also thereexists a Zariski open subset U. of [xj] such that
the pointsof U, correspondto hyperplanesectionsof V whichhave at x. only
an ordinarydouble point. Also @(V) [x0] by (5.13) and Lemma 5.15. So
- U) U (@(V) n [xo])
thesubvariety (P(V
> 2
u ([xoi- UO) has codimension
in P*. The propositionfollows.
Definition5.17. A pencilof hyperplanesectionsofa hypersurfaceV will
be called Lefschetzif a genericelementof the pencilis non-singular
and each
elementof the pencilis Lefschetz.
COROLLARY5.18. Let V be a Lefschetzhypersurface.Then a generic
pencil of hyperplanesectionsof V is a Lefschetzpencil.

Finally,it is an easy exercisein differential
topologyto showthat all the
non-singularhyperplanesectionsof V are diffeomorphic,
in fact they can be
deformedone ontoanotheralong paths in (Pi - V*). Furthermore,
since V*
is irreducible,thereis a connectedZariski open subet U* of V* containing
onlysmoothpointsof V* and such that forh e U*, Vh is Lefschetzand for
onto Vh2along a path in
hl,h2e U*, Vhl can be deformedhomeomorphically
U*. (We shallneedthis fact in ? 11-see discussionprecedingLemma 11.23.)
6. Cubic hypersurfaces
We shall now restrictourattentionto hypersurfaces
ofdegreethree. As
in ? 5, V will be Lefschetz. We beginby derivinga fact about the dual mapping in this case which will be of central importancein Part three of the
paper.
LEMMA6.1. Let K* be a linear subspace of P*. Suppose Wc? V and
Then
9)(W)=K*.

[K*] = n{[h]: he K*}
is tangentto V at each point of W.

Proof. If dimK* = 0, the assertionis trivial. If dimK* > 0, let x and
be
y distinctpointsof (W - {x}) such that @)(x)# @1(y). Let L* be the line
in K* connecting
@D(x)and@D(y)and let C = r(91-1(L*)) (see (5.7)). By (5.13),
?D:C L* is a coveringby (2 deg({C}) - m0(C)) sheets. For the pointy e C:
-
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([@(g)]} -{C}) > 2(2 deg ({C})
> 2 deg({C})

-

m0(C))

since [9)(y)] is tangent to C at (2 deg ({C}) - m0(C)) points. So C' [@D(y)]
and in particularx e [PM()],whichimpliesthat W' [K**. But [K*] C [9D(x)]
forx e W. The lemmafollows.
COROLLARY6.2. If dimK*

=

r in Lemma 6.1, then 2r < (n -1).

Proof. ?Dis finite-to-one
on V. But ?D(W)c {h: Wc [h]}. So r = dimW<
< (n - (r + 1)).

dim{h: Wc[h]}

We next turn our attentionto the algebraic familyof projectivelines
(effectivealgebraic curves ofdegreeone in Pa) whichlie inside V. For n = 2,
V ' P2 containsno lines. However,if n > 2, then V does containlines. It is
a classical fact, forexample,that:
(6.3) If V is a non-singularcubichypersurface
in P3, then V containsexactly
27 lines. (See [18].)
Suppose that V has double pointx,. Let L be a line in P, which passes
throughx,. Then eitherL lies in V or L intersectsV in preciselyone more
point. Thus theprojectionP,, P,1 centeredat x0givesa birationalmorphism:
(6.4)

P: V->

P-1 -

Furthermore,
if W, is the cone formedby the lines throughx0whichlie in V,
then
P: (V - Wo) -

(P'A1 -PO))

is an isomorphism.As forthe structureof W.:
LEMMA6.5. Let [h] be any hyperplanein P. whichdoes not contain x0.
Then thereis a non-singularcompleteintersectionC of type(2,3) in [hi]such
that W0is thecone overC withvertexx0.
(Recall that a completeintersectionof type (2,3) in a projectivespace [h] is
the intersectionof a quadraticand a cubic hypersurfaceof [h].)
Proof. Let YObe the tangentcone to V at x0. If xo [hi],then(YOn [hi])
is a non-singularquadratichypersurfaceof [hi]. Also if L is a rayof YO,then
L lies in V if and onlyif L meets V in one point outside of xo. Thus WO=
(cone over ([hi n Yo n V)) and we need only check that ([]hinWO) is nonsingular. But ifthisvarietyweresingular,it wouldbe singularindependently
of the choiceof [hi]so that YOand V wouldhave to be tangentalongan entire
ray L of WO.This in turnwould implythat @D(L)= (point)whichcontradicts
Corollary5.14.
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We can summarize our discussion of the case where V has a double point
as
follows: V can be transformed(birationally) into P_1 by blowing up V
x.
at x0and then blowing down the proper transforms of the lines through x0.
So, for instance, if V is a surface, V is obtained from P2 by blowing up six
points lying on a non-singular quadric curve. From this it follows easily that
V contains exactly 21 lines, six of which pass through the double point x0.
Furthermore no three of the lines through x0are coplanar.
The Chow variety of projective lines lying in a Lefschetz cubic hypersurface V was studied classically by Fano [6] and also was treated extensively
by Bombieri and Swinnerton-Dyer in [2]. Our presentation in ? 6 - ? 10 borrows
heavily from these two works. We begin by classifying the lines in Pw into
types depending on the behavior of the dual mapping ?D, along the line. By
(5.13), for any line L, deg (D* ({L})) < 2 so that we can make the following
classification:
Definition 6.6. Let L be a projective line in Pa.
(i) L will be called a line of first type if @D(L) is a non-singular (plane)
quadric curve;
(ii) L will be called of second type if either
(a) x0( L but @D(L) is a projective line (so that ?D:L -?(L)
is a
ramifiedtwo-sheeted covering),
(b) x0e L and D is an isomorphismonto a projective line in [x0]c P*.

II

An easy corollary of (5.13) is that possibilities (i), (ii) (a), and (ii) (b) are mutually exclusive and exhaust all possible cases for a line L in Pn. For any L,
the dimension of the linear subspace [9D(L)] of PX,is always > (n - 3) and we
have:
LEMMA 6.7. A line L c V is of second type if and only if thereis a
(unique) (n - 2)-plane tangentto V along L. 'This (n - 2)-plane is [9D(L)].
If L C V is offirsttype,[9D(L)]is an (n - 3)-plane tangentto V along L.

For a line L lying in V, we can characterize the local behavior of V near
L according to the type of L. For this discussion we assume that L is given
by:
(6.8)

X2 = **

=X

=0

Then F(Xo, ... , X.) = E {XiQi(XoyX1): i = 2, ... , n} + (terms involving
higher powers in X2, ... , X), where degree Qi = 2 for each i. Thus 9Dr IL is
given by the formula:
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vector
L is of firsttypeif and onlyif the Qi span the entirethree-dimensional
space of quadraticformsin two variables. In this case, a linear change of
coordinates involving only X2, ***, Xw reduces F(XO, ***, X) to the form:

(6.9)

X2XO0+ X3X0X1+ X4X1

+ (termswith higherpowersof X2, ...,

X")

vectorspace and we can
If L is of secondtype,the Qi span a two-dimensional
put F(Xo, ***, XJ) into the form:

X2Q2(XO,Xi) + X3Q3(XO,XI)

+ (termswith higherpowersof X2, ...,

X")

If xO2 L, Q2 and Q3 have no commonzero and one can make a coordinate
change involving X0, X1 to get (1, 0, *--, 0) and (0, 1, 0, *--, 0) as the rami-

fication points of ) 1I. Then a change involving only X2, X3 reduces
F(Xo, *

(6.10)

,

X) to the form:

X2X0+ X3X12
+ (terms with higher powers of X2, ***, XJ)

Finally, if xOC L, then Q2 and Q3 have xOas their only commonzero and a
change of coordinatesinvolvingX0, X1 followedby one involving X2,X3
reduces F(Xo, ***, XJ) to the form:

(6.11)

X2X0X1+ X3X1 + XOQO(X2, ...
+ XlQl(X2y

,

...-,

Xn)
Xn)

+ P(X2Y

...-,

Xn)

wheredegree Qi = 2 and degreeP = 3. The doublepointxOthenbecomesthe
point (1, 0, *--, 0) and by (5.6):

(6.12)

det ((aQO/aXaXj)3!

ij!f) #

?.

Let Gr(2,n + 1) be the Grassmannvarietyofprojectivelines in P.. We
wish to describethe familyof lines in V locallyaroundL. To do this, let Hi
be the hyperplanein P. given by the equation Xi = 0. Put u; = (Xj/XO),

z; = (XI/X,) forj = 2, ..., n. Then (U2, ..., uIn) gives affinecoordinates for
(H1 - (Ho n H1)) and (Z2,*, z%)gives affinecoordinatesfor(Ho - (Ho n H1)).

Furthermore:

(6.13)

(U2S

..
*

*

UnY

Z2Y

I

ZJ)

give local coordinatesin Gr(2,n + 1) aroundthe point correspondingto the
line L. To see whichlines lie in V, one formsthe polynomial
F(x(1, 0, U2Y***,Un)+ 1a(0,1, Z2,...*

Z))

of X3YX72/,X\/2 and p' each equal to zero. If L is of
and sets the coefficients
and
get the local equations:
firsttype,we use (6.9)
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(6.14)

U2 +

(higherpowers) = 0

U3 +

Z2 +

U4 +

Z3 +

Z4 +

(higher powers) = 0 .

(higher powers) = 0
(higher powers) = 0

If L is of secondtypeand x0i L, use (6.10) to get:
U2 +
Z2 +

(6.15)

U3 +
Z3 +

(higherpowers) = 0
(higher powers) = 0
(higher powers) = 0
(higher powers) = 0.

If L is of secondtypeand x. e L, use (6.11) to get:
QO(U2Y ...,

(6.16)

U2

+

U3 +

Z3 +

U.) +

(higherpowers) = 0

(higher powers) = 0
(higher powers) = 0
(higher powers) = 0 .

Z2 +

If L is of firsttype, there is a way to definea familyof curves in
Gr(2,n + 1) whichwill be quite helpfullater on in studyingthe tangentspace
to the varietydefinedby (6.14) at the point
U2

=

*** =

Un

=

Z2 =

...

=

Zn =

?

For (an,a,) e P1, let B(aO, a,) be the closed irreduciblecurve in Gr(2,X + 1)
whichis given (in termsof the local coordinates(6.13)) by the equations:

U'5

U2 +

Z4 =

0

U3 +

Z2 =

0

U4 +

Z3 =

0

Z2

=*-=Uqz

=*-=ZnL

=

?

and
aU13+

afU4 = 0

(Comparethis with (6.14).) For each s e B(a0, a,) let L, be the corresponding
line in PXand define:
(6.17)

Q(a0,,a,) = UILs

e B(a, a,)l}

Then Q(a,, a,) is a non-singularquadric surface which spans a three-plane
M(ao, a,) in Pa. Assuming L is given by (6.8) and Vby (6.9), we let h(a0, a,) be

the element of P* such that [h(ao, a,)] is spanned by M(a0, a,) and [9I(L)].

Then:

LEMMA 6.18. (i) Q(aoya,) is tangentto V along L.

(ii) The mapping
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fromP1 onto9I(L).
(an,a) v- h(a0,a') is an isomorphism
Proof: (i) followsimmediatelyfrom(6.11) and the definition
of Q(a0,,a).
For (ii), we see from(6.9) that the tangent hyperplaneto V at the point
(1%0,01 . *, 0) on L is given by:
,f0X2 + 0,f3,fX3 + /3'X4 = 0.

But [h(ao,a,)] is spannedby the points (1, O 0, a1, -aoa0 O, ..., 0) and (O,1,
- al, aoy
Oa..0
0) togetherwith the (n - 3)-planegiven by X2= X3= X4 = 0.
Thus [h(aO,a,)] is givenby the equation
C2X2 + C3X3 + C4X4 = 0

wherec2A,-c3a0 = 0 and - c2A, ? c3a0 = 0. Normalizingthingsby picking
a 2, we get C3 = a0a1and C4= 2 and the lemmais proved.
C2=
L a line in
6.19. Let V be a Lefschetzcubichypersurface,
V such thatxoX L. Let (n) denotetheline bundleof degreen on L. If L is
offirsttype,thenormal bundleN(V, L) to L in V is given by
PROPOSITION

(0) i0 (0) i0 (1) 0. .*. i (1);
if L is of secondtype, N(V, L) P (- 1) 0 (1) 0 (1) D ... 0t (1).
Proof. If L is of firsttype, normalizethe equations for L and V as in
of Q(aO, a) in (6.17), onechecks
(6.8) and (6.9). Using (6.14) and the definition
and
that
meet
immediately
Q(1,0), Q(O,1),
[9D(L)]
transverselyalong L. However by Lemmas 6.7 and 6.18, Q(1, O), Q(O,1) and [O(L)] are all tangent
to Valong L. Thus N(V, L)
N(Q(1, O), L) 0 N(Q(O, 1), L) 0) N([g)(L)], L).
If L is of second type, the (n - 2)-plane [9D(L)] is tangent to V along L.
Normalizethe equationsfor L and V as in (6.8) and (6.10). Then [9D(L)] is
given by the equations
X2=

X3=

0.

= 0.
The tangenthyperplaneto Vat (So , 0, . **, 0) is givenby ,OX2? ,812X3
Let L(So6,81) be the line spannedby (6,0, 0,8O.**, 0) and (O O, - 82
O
0 and let
0)
B = U{L(SoS,81): (i80,i1) G P1} -

Then B is non-singularalong L and tangentto V there. Also [9D(L)] and B
meettransverselyalong L. Thus:
N(V, L) P N([D(L)], L)

0

N(B, L).

SincedegreeN(V, L) = (n - 4) and degreeN([9ID(L)],L) = (n - 3), it follows
that degreeN(B, L) = -1 and the propositionis proved.
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The algebraic structureof the set of lines in a Lefschetzcubic hypersurface is now accessible. The purposeof the next sectionis to examine that
structure.
7. The varietyof lines on a cubic hypersurface
For each s e Gr(2,n + 1), let Ls be the associated line c Pa. For a
Lefschetzcubic hypersurfaceV in PR we define:
S = S

1): Ls - V}

=I{seGr(2,n+

D = D
I{se S,: Ls is of secondtype}
T = Tv = {(s,x)e(S, x V):xe L,}
Then the projection
(7.1)

(7.2)
ws: T -S
is an algebraic fibrebundlewith fibrea projectiveline. We also have a projection

wr,:T-

(7.3)

V.

If V has double pointx0,define
Do = {s eSS:xoLe L}

(7.4)

By Lemma 6.5, Do is isomorphicto a non-singularcompleteintersectionof
type (2,3) in P_1. By Proposition5.16, therefore,the genericfibreof 1w,in
(7.3) mustbe isomorphicto a non-singularcompleteintersection
oftype(2, 3)
in P,2. Next let D, be the unionof the componentsof D, which do not lie
in Do. We wish to bound the dimensionof D1. To do this, let R1be the set
of all (s, x) e Tv such that s e D1, x02 Ls, and x is notone ofthe two ramification pointsof the mapping )I Zs.
LEMMA 7.5 wv: R, -

V is finite-to-one.

Proof. Suppose there is an irreducible(open) curve C in R1 such that
wrv(C)= {y}. R, possesses an involutioni which is inducedfromthe involutions is: Ls > Ls given by the two-sheeted mapping ?D: Ls
?D(Ls). Also
(7rsoi) = i and (Dvowrvoi) = (9),owr). So (Dvowrv)(i(C)) = {JD)(y)} and since
thereexists z e V such that wrv(i(C))= {z}. Since
Dv I(v1x0}) is finite-to-one,
Wr is injectiveon fibresof US:Tv
Sv, z # y. So forany (s, x) e C, Ls must
be the line passing throughy and z. The lemmafollows.
-

-

COROLLARY

7.6. dimR1 < (n - 2) and dimD1 < (n - 3).

Proof. The firststatementfollowsfromthe fact that 9v is at least twoto-one on wrv(Rl)together with Lemma 5.15. The second statementthen
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followsfromLemma 7.5.
We have already studiedthe local structureofS, in (6.14)-(6.16). Using
(6.14), (6.15), and the Jacobiancriterionfornon-singularity
we get:
(S

LEMMA 7.7. Let V be a Lefschetzcubic hypersurfacein P,.
- D0) is non-singularand has pure dimension2(n - 3).

Then

(Notice that it followsfromProposition6.19 that if x0X L, H'(L, O9(N(V,
L))) = 0 and HO(L, ?(N(V, L))) = 2(n - 3). By a theorem of Kodaira [15;
page 150], the Chow varietyof lines in V is smoothat L and the tangent
space to thisChowvarietyis H0(L, ?(N( V, L))). This yieldsan alternateproof
of Lemma 7.7.)
If s e Do, the local equationsforS, arounds are given in (6.16). If L. is
given by (6.8) and V by (6.11), the double point x0 is given by (1, 0, - - *, 0) so
that the local equationsforDo are givenby (6.16) togetherwiththe additional
conditions
U2

=n

p

-

0

By (6.12), QJ(u2
quadraticform. Taken together,
u.) is a non-degenerate
these conditionsmean that there is a neighborhoodU. of s in S, whichis
to the analyticvariety(P,3 x Q.-3) whereP,_ is an (n - 3)biholomorphic
dimensionalpolydiscand
...,

Qn-3

=

{(u1Y

..

*

Un-2):

E u2

0

Euji~j < 1}

carries (Dofn U8) onto (P,3 x {0}). To describe this
This biholomorphism
situation,we say that Do is an ordinarydoublevarietyof S,.
THEOREM7.8. Let S, be a Lefschetzcubic hypersurface.Then S, is a

projectivevarietyof pure dimension2(n - 3). If V is non-singular,so is S,
If V has a doublepoint, S, is non-singularexceptalong Do whichis a nonsingular (n - 3)-dimensionalordinarydoublevarietyfor S,
This theoremwill allow us to get rather precise informationabout the
about non-singularity
topologyof S,. But firstwe need a generalproposition
of various subvarietiesof S,. In orderto give geometricproofsofnon-singularity of such subvarietiesit will be convenientto constructa "linear" subvariety T8c Gr(2,n + 1) for each non-singularpoint s e S, to play the
analogous role to that of the tangenthyperplanein the case of hypersurfaces
in P.. If L. is of secondtype,define:
(7.9)

T8 = {t e Gr(2,n + 1): Lt - [9(L8)], the
(n - 2)-planetangentto V along L,}.
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is a non-singular
T77
2(n - 3)-dimensional
(Schubert)subvarietyof Gr(2, n + 1)
and we have the equalityof tangentspaces:
T(SV, s) = T(T8, s)

(consideredas subspaces of T(Gr(2,n + 1), s)). If L,, is of firsttype, our
constructionof T, depends on the choice (6.13) of local coordinates for
Gr(2,n + 1). Define:
(7.10)
T8,- (closurein Gr(2,n + 1) of the varietygiven in local
coordinates(6.13) by the equations
02 =

?

u
+
U3

u
+
U4

Z2=0

Then T, is irreducibleof dimension2(n

-

Z3 =

0 ,

Z4 =

0).

3) and by (6.14):

T(T8, s) = T(SV, s) .

Let R be an (n - 2)-planein Pa and let Y be a non-singularcubichypersurfacein Pn. Define
= (Yn[h]) for he[R];
AR = {(s, h) e (Sy x [RI): L. C [h]};

Yh

(7.11)

where w[RE: ARK
Sh = wr-A](h)

[RI is the natural projection.

For genericchoiceof [R], the family{Yh} is a Lefschetzpencilof hyperplane sectionsof Y and since we can assume that R itself meets Y transverselythe double points which occur in YA never lie on R. Thereforeto
show that forgenericR, AR is non-singular,let
+ 1): L8z[hI}
=
e
{s
n
BR
Gr(2, + 1): (L. n R)
Bh= I{seGr(2,n

and we prove:

# 0}

PROPOSITION7.12. (i) For generic R, if s e (BR n Sy) and L8, R, then
(BR n Sy)is non-singularat s. (ii) For genericR, if h e [R] and s e Sh such

thatL, contains onlynon-singularpointsof Yh, thenBh and Sy meet trans-

versely at s.

Proof. (i) At s, the local coordinates(6.13) can be constructedso that
is givenby linearequations. Thus it suffices
to show that if s e (BR n Sy),
If L8 is of firsttypeand T.7cBR, fix
T8BR.

BR

0) -{s}), t1E (B(O, 1) - {s})
where B(a0, a1) is as in (6.17). Then to, t, and {t: Lt [c(L8)]}
all lie in
c
by (R n Lto), (R n L,1), and (R n [O(L,)]).Thus
T, and R is determined
c BR if and only if
dim{R: T7,C BR) = (n - 1). If L, is of second type, T77
dim([n(L8)] f R) > (n - 3). A dimensionargumentnow yields (i).
toG (B(1,
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(ii) At s, Bh is given by linearequationsin the coordinates(6.13), so it
suffices
to show that:
(7.13)

dim. (T., nBh)

<

(2(n

-

3) - 2).

Let L. be of firsttype (forY in P,). If [9I(L8)] [hi], then (7.13) is clearly
satisfiedsince T, contains all lines lying in [9D(L,)]. If [9D(L)] g [hi] and
(7.13) were not satisfied then there would exist (a,,,a) e P1 such that
c Bh (see (6.17)). Thus h = h(a0,?a) and by Lemma 6.18 (ii), L.
B(a,, ?4)
passes throughthe pointwhere [hi]and Y are tangent. This gives (7.13) in
case L, is of firsttype. If L, is of second type, it sufficesto show that
[9I(L,)] [hi]. But if this were not the case, [f(Ls)] wouldbe a hyperplaneof
[hi]whichwas tangent to Yh along all of L,. But this contradictsthe fact
that Yh is Lefschetzand thereforehas a finite-to-one
dual mapping. The
propositionis proved.
If V is a non-singular,cubic hypersurface
in P,1, thereis a non-singular
cubic hypersurfaceY c P_ such that V is a hyperplanesectionof Y. Let
U = {h e P*:

Yh

is non-singular}.

Since U is a Zariskiopen subset of P* it is connected. Then Proposition7.12
(ii) and a standardelementaryargumentfromdifferential
topologygives:
LEMMA

7.14. Sh is diffeomorphic
to S, for all h C U.
PART THREE: THE CUBIC THREEFOLD

8. The Fano surface of lines on a cubic threefold,
the double point case

We now restrictourselvesto the case of central interestin this paper,
namelythe case in which V is a Lefschetz cubic hypersurfacein P4. For
xc V, let Wz = {seS,: xceL} (see (2.2)).
LEMMA8.1. Thereare at mosta finitenumherof pointsx on Vsuch that
dim W,> O. If x is a simple pointon V and dim Wx> O thenWxis a cone
overa non-singularplane curveof degree3.
Proof. If dimWx> 0, let W = U{L s e Wx}. Clearlythereis a plane
tangent to V along any ray of W so that by Lemma 6.7, L. is of second
type for each s c Wx. Lemma 7.5 and Corollary7.6 then give the first
statement. The proofof the second statementparallels exactly the proof
of Lemma 6.5.
The simplepoints x such that Wx is infiniteshould be called "Eckardt
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points" (see [18; page 6]). For instance, the cubic threefoldgiven by the
equation
X3

+

+

=

0

has all pointsof the form(yo,*--, Y4) such that all but two of the yj's are 0
as Eckardt points. There are 30 such points. (From resultsof ? 10, it will
followthat 30 is the maximal numberof Eckardt points for a non-singular
cubicthreefold.)Assumingfora momenttheirreducibility
ofSo, we conclude:
COROLLARY8.2. If Vis a non-singular cubic threefold,thefamily {Ls}sesj
is a coveringfamily of curvesfor V. (See Definition2.3.)

Suppose that V has a double pointxo. If xo2 [hi],let
p: Vo [h] P:~ 3
be the birationalmorphismdefinedas in (6.4). S, has double curve Do
{s E S,: xoC Lj}, and if xoX [hi]Lemma 6.5 gives that the mapping s + (L, n
[h]) is an isomorphismof Do onto a non-singularspace curve of genus four.
By the adjunctionformula,this embedding

K: Do0

(8.3)

[h] PP3

is canonical. Since D: VowP* is finite-to-one,
V contains no planes so that
each (t, t') E D 2' determinesa unique point\(t, t') in S, such that
Lt + Lt + L,(t t,)

is a plane sectionof V. The morphism
X: D

2) S-

clearly restrictsto an isomorphismfrom (D2) - X`(Do)) onto (S,
Also associated to X in (8.3) thereis a canonicalmorphism
(8.4)

K(2':

D -2)

-

Gr (2, 4)

-

DO).

P(4)

which assigns to (t, t') the line throughK(t) and i(t'). It is clear that for
(t, t') E (D('-

X`(Do)):

(8.5)

LK(2(tt,) = p(L2(t t,))

For (t, t') e Do2, let K(t t, be the unique plane such that Lt + Lt, +
(thirdline) is the sectionof V by K(,,t,).
LEMMA8.6. Let QObethenon-singularquadric surfacegivenin Corollary
5.8. Thefollowingconditionsare equivalentfor (t, t') E D 2)0
(i) (ttV) e

(ii)

L,(2,(tt),

`(Do);

is a trisecantof ic(D0);
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(iii) (K(tt) n Qo)= one of the lines on Q0.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear. If (t, t') E X-'(D0), then
({k(t t')} {QJ})v> 3 so that (iii) must hold. Conversely, if (iii) holds, then
everyline in K(t t') whichpasses throughxolies in the tangent cone to V at
x0. Thus if L is a line in K(t to) not passing throughxo, the three lines connectingxo with the three points of (L n V) must lie in V. This gives the
lemma.
For (t, t') E D 2', define:
(8.7)

J(t, t'1) -

(

if x(t, tV) Do
if x(t tV) Do

L(~

AL(tt,) + (K(t,t')n Qo)

J(tt') is an algebraic one-cycle on V and under the mappings
V

\P

V

PO.

J(tt,) behaves according to the formulas:
(8.8)

7w(J(tta))

LEMMA8.9. Thefamily {J(t

L2(tt) ; P(J(t t))
to)} (t, t) e Do2)

-LK(2)(t

t')

is a covering
familyofcurvesfor V.

Proof. Use Lemma 8.1 and the fact that (wzx p) gives an embeddingof
V into (P4 x P3).
It followsfromthe precedingdiscussionthat X-'(DO)musthave two components,D1 and D2, correspondingto the two rulings of Q0. Also the map
X: D22) S, is just the standarddesingularizationof the varietyS, Each
componentDi of X-'(DO) for i = 1, 2 must be isomorphicto Do under the
mapping:

X, = X iD=

(8.10)

1,2.

It is interestingto apply the considerationsof Part one to the covering
family {J(tt')}(t, tCe D2) for V. For t E Do, let
Et = {(t', t") E Do2: t'

(8.11)
If we let {D(t t')}(t

tV)eD 2)

t}

be the familyof incidencedivisors(see (2.6)) associ-

ated to {J(t,t')}, then it is immediate from the definitionof J(tt') that:
(8.12)

For

(t, t') E D1: D(t t')

=

E2(t

t')

+ D2i

For

(t, t') E D2: D(t t')

=

E2(t

t')

+ D1

LEMMA8.13. (i) {D1} = {D2} in H2(D02). So in particular ({D } {Dij)
Ofor i = 1, 2;
.
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(ii) ({Et}.{Dj ) = 2 for i = 1, 2.
Proof. (i) is clear from(8.12). Given toe Do, there is exactly one point
(t, t') e D, such that to= \(t, t'). So (Etof D1) ={(t, to),(t', to)}. That this
intersectionis genericallytransversefollowsimmediatelyfromthe fact that
Et is given by the curve (Do x {t}) in (Do x DO). This gives (ii).
Next let qA:Alb(DI2)- J( V) be the Abel-Jacobimappingassociated to
{J(t Vt)}(tt')eD(2)
(see (4.3)). For i = 1, 2, t e Do, the inclusions
1-i: Di

DO

-

att:Et

Do

induce homomorphisms
of the correspondingAlbanese varieties (which we
denoteby the same symbols,cciand yt respectively).Also, since the mapping
P, is just the monoidaltransform
whichblows up the curve K(D0) in
p: Va
is
there
induced
Lemma
3.11
an
by
isomorphism
P3,
p: J(Do)

J(V)

PROPOSITION8.14. (i) For t e D0, thediagram
J(Et)

J(Do)

it]

Alb (D (2)

1P

9

J( V)

is anticommutative.
(ii) For i = 1, 2 and Xias in (8.10), thediagram
J(Di)

AlD0'

J(Do)

J( V)

is commutative.
Proof. For (t, t') e Di, J(tt')

(L(, to + L#(t,t')) where L#(t,t') is a

line in Q0. The algebraic family {Lt + Li(X\T(t))}tED0 of algebraic one-cycles

induces a homologymap (see ? 1) ai: H1(Do) H3(V). Under the natural
identificationH1(Do)= H1(J(Do)), H3(V) = H1(J(V)), a, is the homologymap
corresponding to (qofaioX 1). But the homologymap H1(D0) H3(V) induced
bythe family{Li(XT'(t))}teD0 is the zeromap sinceit factorsthroughH3(Qo)
0. Thus vi = a: H1(Do) H3(V) where a is the homologymap induced by
the family {LtjtODo, which is the homologymap correspondingto 5. This
gives (ii). For (i) noticethat ((oa,1) corresponds
to the homologymap induced
by the family {J(tt)}t eDo. Thus it sufficesto show that the homologymap
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Hj(D'2') H3(V) inducedby the family {L, + L, + J(t,t')} is the zero map.
Let G = Gr(2,4), the Grassmannvarietyof lines in P3. Then G is simply
connected([3; page 70]) and G parametrizesan algebraic familyof algebraic
one-cycleson V whose generic elementis p-'(L.), u e G. If u = K(2)(t, t')
(see (8.4)), then
p-'(L.)

= (Lt + Lt, + J(tt') +

Q(t.t'))

where Q(t t') is an algebraic one-cyclein Q0. As above the homologymap
H,(D121)

H4(V) inducedbythefamily{Q(t t)}(t teD(2)

mustbe zerosinceit

factorsthroughH3(Q0)= 0. But the homologymap induced by the family
{p-1(K'2)(t, t'))}(tt) E D(2) mustalso be zero since it factorsthrough H1(G) = 0.
The propositionfollows.
J(V) is an isomorphism
and if 0 is a representativeof thetheta-divisor
O(,(V)):
COROLLARY8.15. The mapping q': Alb (D'2')

({0}*{0})/2 ! = {(D2)}
in H4(J(V)).
(Comparethis with ? 3, especially Definition3.15. Also notice that we
have used the fact that the automorphisma
(-a) on J(V) induces the
identitymap in even dimensionalhomology.)
PROPOSITION8.16. Let V, and

V2 be twoLefschetzcubic threefolds,
each
s
witha doublepoint. If g(V1) J(V2) then V, V2.

1, 2. Then g(D10) g(D20)
Proof. Let Djo be thedoublecurveof Sv, j
so that by the classical Torelli theorem[1], D10 D20. Thus a canonical
embeddingof D10intoP3 can differfromone forD20by at mosta linearautomorphismof P3. Since Vj is obtainedfromP3 byblowingup along the canonically embeddedDjo, the propositionfollows.
Our purpose in much of the remainderof the paper is to examine the
analogues of Proposition8.14 (i), Corollary8.15 and Proposition8.16 in the
case of non-singularcubic threefolds.Our task is made moredifficult
by the
fact that in thiscase g(V) will turnout notto be the Jacobianof a curve and
muchless is knownabout principallypolarizedabelian varieties which are
not of level one (see Definition3.15).
9. A topological model for the Fano surface, the non-singular case

Let V be a non-singularcubic threefold.As in ? 7 let Y be a non-singular
cubic fourfoldsuch that V is a hyperplanesectionof Y. Let R be a generic
three-planein P5. Let AR, Y,, and Sh (h e [R]) be as in (7.11). Since R is
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assumedto be transverseto Y, double points of Yh never lie on R and so,
using Proposition7.12, AR is easily seen to be non-singular. MoreoverSh
is non-singularforalmostall h, and forthe remainingvalues h., - **, hmof h,
withone doublepoint. We will
Sh is the surfaceof lines fora cubic threefold
constructa topologicalmodelforSh fromour knowledgeof the topologyof
m. Our techniquesare essentially those of the classical
Shp j = 0, 1, ...,
Lefschetztheory([21; ChapterVI]).
hm}. Connect h to each hj by a path pj in [R]:

Fix h E [RI, h {!Jho,...,

\PjX
/Pm~~P

Ilm

Let Bj = U{Sh: h E pj}. We now proceedto analyze the structureof Bj for
fixedj. For convenienceof notationin this part of the argument,fixj and
put Sh = S, Shj = So with double curve DO,and put Bj = B. Then we have
as in ?8:
K: D2')

So

and we let D, and D2 be the two componentsof X-`(Do). There is a retraction
theoremforthis situation([5; page 42]). Since the normalbundlesto D, and
D2 in Dg2) are topologicallytrivial by Lemma 8.13, we can state the retractiontheoremin this case as follows:
of Di. Then thereexists
(9.1) For i = 1, 2 let Ni be a tubular neighborhood
a Coonormalfibration
vi: Ni

-+Di

DO

and trivializations
N 1*Do

x{zeC:
x

IzI <2}421

N2

such that:
(i) If M1 = z?-'(Dox {z: I z I < 1/2}), then S is obtained (as a differentiable manifold)from
(D2)

-

(M1 U M2))

by identifying a e (N1 - M1) with b e (N2- M2) whenever, for z1(a) = (t1,z1)

andZ2(b)=

(t2, z2):
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and

t=

t2

Zlz2 =

1.

Thus S is irreducible. Also we have a quotientmapping
A: (D2) -(M1

U M2))

S.

(ii) Let r: [1/2,2] [0,1] be a C--functionwhich = 0 on [1/2,1], is
increasingon [1, 2] and - 1 on some neighborhood(2 - e, 2] of 2. Define
p: S SO by:

(

if a e (D 2-(N1 U N2));
whenever,for be (N1 n +-'(a)),
with IzI > 1;
z1(b)= (t, z)

XK(',-'(a))
X(z7'(t, r(j z j)z))

p(a) =

whenever, for b e (N2 n +-'(a)),
Z2(b)= (t, z) with Iz > 1.

X(zy'(t, r( z I)z))

to the mappingcylinderof p.
Then B is homeomorphic
Let X= p-'(DO). Then X
(Do x (circle)). Using Lemma 8.13, Proposition8.14, and 9.1 (i), it is easily shownthat:
onto
(9.2) The natural mapping Hq(X) Hq(S) takes Hq(X) isomorphically
a directsummandof Hq(S) forall q.
In the remainderof the chapter let Hq( ) denote q-th integralcohomology
not modulotorsion. If MNis the mappingcylinderof p, and if X, is the
mappingcylinderof p 1, then using excision and the Thom-Gysinisomorphismwe have
Hq(Mp,S)

Hq(Xo U S, S)

Hq(Xp,Xp n S)

Thus thereis an exact cohomologysequenceassociated to p:
***

Hq(SO)

PA Hq(S)
> I~q+l(SO)

PI, Hq-,(Do)
P

,

Hq+l(S)

...

where ,ctis the compositionof Hq(S)
Hq(X) with the Gysinmap Hq(X)
4a:
Hq-l(Do) is ontoforq > 0. So:
Hq-l(Do). By (9.2) therefore, Hq(S)
LEMMA9.3. The sequence

0

-+

Hq(SO)

P

Hq(S)

, Hq-l(D)

-

0

is exactfor all q.
Next let K be the quotientspace obtained from D(2) + (Do x [0, ii) by
identifying
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(t, t') e D1 with (X(t,t'), 0)
(t, t') e D2 with (X(t,t'), 1)
Then K has the same homotopytype as So and using the exact cohomology
sequenceforthe pair (K, DI2)) and the Thom-Gysinisomorphism,we obtain
the followingexact sequenceassociated to the mappingX:
*..

-*

H(Do2))

*Hq(SO)

-

Hq(D0)

-

H
*A.
Hq1Do2)
~(SO)
The mapping H (Do2)) H (DO) in thissequenceis givenby (o)* - o) where
X
Dow D'2) for i = 1, 2. Again by Lemma 8.13 and Proposition
1-1:=
8.14, it is easily seen that co*= so*. Therefore:
7> H

LEMMA9.4. The sequence
0

-

> H'(S0)

H 1(DO)

-D
Hq(Do2))

o

is exactfor all q.
Taking Lemmas 9.3 and 9.4 togetherwe have:
COROLLARY9.5. H'(S)

Z10, H'(So)

Z9.

Also,forany one-cycley in Do,thereis a two-chainS in D 2) suchthat a's =
? - y wherevi lies in Di fori = 1, 2 and I(y1)= X(y2) = y (see Proposition
8.14). Thus X(fl)is a two-cyclein So. If 12e H'(S.) is such that <K,12># 0,
thenfornon-zero~ e H0(Do) thedefinition
ofa gives that <\(/3),v(e) U '2> # 0.
LEMMA9.6. The cup productmapping
H'(So) A H'(So) --

H2(SO)

is injective.

Proof. If e generates H0(DO) and 12e (H'(SO) - (kerX*)), one can find
a two-chainfias in the discussionjust previoussuchthat <X(,8),v(e) U 12># 0.
Thus
(H'(So)/(ker x*))
7) F-

H2(SO)
m

U vUe

is injective. Now use Lemma9.4 togetherwiththe fact that the cupproduct
mapping H'(D(2') A/H'(D 2)) H2(D 2)) is injective.
Let {Ds}ses denote the family of incidence divisors for {LJses (see ? 2).
By (8.12) we have that underthe mapping p*: H2(S)
H2(SO)

(9.7)

-*(JD.J)=

({EX0}) + {Do} = X*({Eto + Do})
for s e S. toe Do, and i = 1, 2.
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Choose a basis 7,

for H'(D(2") such that:

***, 7

<{EtO},2k U 24k> = 1
<{Eto},7' U 7?> = 0

(9.8)

fork = 1, ... , 4;

forall other 1 > k.

Then by Proposition8.14:
<{Di},
< Di}I9

(99)
Next let

,***,...

C

fork = 1, ... , 4 and i = 1, 2;

k U 24+k>=1

U r?> = 0

forall other 1 > k.

H'(S0) be such that
72k =

X*(k)

=

%k forall k and put

(S)

p*(ok)eH

A consequenceof (9.7)-(9.9) is:
(9.10)

72kU 724+k>

<{DS},

<{D8},

kU 1

>

=

2

=

0

fork = 1, ***,4;
forall other l > k.

Let X' be a generator for H0(D0) and put
X = p*oq(X')

e H'(S)

Then by (9.7):
(9.11)

<ADS},

X U 7k> = 0

for k = 1,..,

8.

To see what the cocycleX is geometrically,let U be a regulartubularneighborhoodof the circle bundle X in S. If c is the orientationclass for the
bundle(U, a U) over X, then (up to sign), X is the image of the generator
of H0(X) underthe composition:
)oH1(U9 AU)
H?(X)
,H'(S).
By Corollary2.12, D8 is an ampledivisoron S. Using this fact and sequence
(9.3), pick a e H'(S) such that:
(9.12) (i) ,ce(6)= generator of H0(Do);
0 forall k =
(ii) <{Ds}8 aU7)k>=
0.
(iii) <{D8}, X U 8>>

1, ...* 8;

Then the collection {X, 8, 21,...*, 7} is a basis forH'(S).
Suppose now that in H2(S) we have the relation:
=

eX U 8 + X U (a

akrk)

+ 8 U (a

bkrk) +

Using the mapping H2(S)

E

Ckl)k

U '21

=

0.

H2(X)
H2(DO x (circle)) we conclude that all
Ck(4+k) = 0. Then by restricting
the bk = 0 and :
e to D8 we have also
e = 0. Then by Lemmas 9.3 and 9.6 we have:
LEMMA9.13. The cupproductmapping
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A H'(S)

H'(S)

H2(S)

-

is injective.
(Notice that by Lemma 7.14 this result is valid for the surface of lines associated to any non-singular cubic threefold.)
Another result about the topology of S is gotten from the fact that by
direct computation (see forexample [1; Section i]) the topological Euler charand X(DMj) = 0.
acteristic X(D2)) = 15. For Mi as in (9.1) (i), x(Mi) = -6
Thus by (9.1) (i):

X(S) = 27.

(9.14)

Finally, we will need in ? 13 a series of integration formulas on S. We
have on DI2':
'
for l < k < I < 4
U 4+ 1>=
<{Do2)} 7k U 7+k U
(9.15)
I

I
U
y)

,p U U)

<{Do2)}

for{p, q, r, s}l#{k, 4 + k, 1,4+1}.

(To see this look, for instance, at the image of D 2) in J(DO) and compute its
Poincare dual.) Also by Lemma 9.4, <{SO},v(X) U rk U 1 U r> = 0 for all
k, 1, m. This gives the formulas on S:
(9.16)

<{S},

Y2kU 74+kU YflU 7)4+1> =

<ISII

Up U Yq U Yr

<{Sip X

X and the map pa (see Lemma

(9.17)

<{S}

X U

?

a U rk

checking

<{D.},

'2j U 7m> and

divisor

D. which

some steps

the sign

XU

we also

For

we

a>.

we shall

obtain

in the computation

this

of

that:

for

U 24+k> =?
0
l>=

in (9.17)

k;

4 + k, 1,4 + 1};
for all k, 1,m .

(see the end of ? 11), the definition

9.3) give easily

<{S}XUUaUkU
Besides

for {p, q, r, s}l #{k,

for later

check

for 1 #

?

UY2kU YlU m>

the orientation

Leaving

U 7s>

1

want

need

to compute

more

? 11.

in ? 10 and

k = 1, ***,4;
l > k.

forother

information

In any case

a U rk U

<{S},

about

we can

the
make

now:

In H3(S) we have (modulo torsion) the relations:
U 7) is independentof k = 1, ---, 4 as longas 1 {, 4 + k};
(i) (Y2kU 724+?k
(ii) (Y2kU hU 72m)= 0 unless,for some {a, b}c lk, 1,m}, a - b = 4.

LEMMA 9.18.

Proof.

By (9.15)

r by the corresponding
by

{Y)klk=

Lemma

...

8.13

8

cannot

and

proof of Lemma

the

and duality

the relations
Also

A' are valid.

have

rank

homology

9.4 one computes

9.

This

sequence

the subspace
can

be

A of H3(SO) generated

seen

for the pair

immediately

on D"2) by replacing

obtained

as

follows.

(K, D 2))

the exactness

used

Using
in the

of the sequence
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0

-*

H3(D'2)

H3(So)

H2(Do)

)

o.

Then the pairing H3(D2') x H3(D'2') Z is non-singularand unimodularso
that thereis a three-cyclefion SOsuch that
(i) d(B) = generatorof H2(DO)
= O forall oe A.
(ii) <,,>
If d generatesH2(Do), <S. C(d)> = ? 1, so rank A = 8. Thus modulotorsion
X*: Am H3(D(2)) is injective. Thus the relations(i) and (ii) ofthe lemmahold
on SOif we replace r by '/. The lemmathen follows.
(From now on we returnto the conventionthat all cohomologyis modulo
torsion.)
10. Distinguisheddivisorson the Fano surface
Fromnow on, unless explicitlyindicatedto thecontrary,V will be a nonsingularcubicthreefold,and S = So, D = DV, and T = TVwill be as in (7.1).
Since in this case, the dual mapping 0D,:P4 P* is everywheredefined,we
can identify9): P, -P*
with ?), (see ? 5). We writesimply
4 ) PE .
?D:@P4-*P
Let K be a plane in P4. K; V since D is finite-to-one.
We therefore
have a familyof divisorson S:
{DK}KKeGr(3,5)

,

DK =

{s S: (Lf nK) # 0}

Each K determinesa hyperplanesectionof Gr(2,5) underthe standardPlucker
embedding
(10.1)

Gr(2,5) c P9

and the set {[hK]}KeC(r(3,5) so determinedspans the projectivespace P*. Since
forall K, S A [hK], we conclude:
LEMMA 10.2. UnderthePiicker embeddingS e Gr(2, 5)-e P9, no hyperplane of P9 containsS.

A fundamentalresult of Fano forthe family{DK} is:
PROPOSITION

10.3. For a plane K in P4, DK is a canonical divisoron S.

Proof. For a genericline L in P4, Vh = (vn [hi]) is a Lefschetzcubic
surfaceforall but a finiteset N of values of h C [L] c P*. Furthermorefor
any h C [L], the numberof lines of S whichlie in Vh is finite(since we can
choose L so that [L] does not contain@)(x)forany Eckardtpointx C V). Let
S' = S - {s: L, C Vh forsome h C N} and we have an inducedfinite-to-one
morphism:
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N) .

By (6.3), z-'(h) has 27 elementsif Vh is non-singularand by the discussion
followingLemma 6.5, r'-(h) has 21 elements if Vh has a double point.
Thereforez ramifiesonly over h C (@(V) n [LI). Furthermorez ramifiesat
s C S' if and onlyif thereis a plane K in P4 such that
CzP*;4
(i) [K] Cz-[LI
(ii) s is a singular point of z-'([K])

= (DKn

sf).

Let MK = {t C Gr(2, 5): (Lt n K) = 0}. Then (ii) is equivalentto the conditionthat MKand S be tangentat s. Using local coordinates(6.14) and (6.15),
it is easily seen that if K is tangentto V at some pointof L8, then MKand S
are tangentat s. This means that if thereis an x C L. such that L C[9i(X)],
the tangenthyperplaneto V at x, then z is ramifiedat s. Thus if Vh has
doublepointXh (h e ([LI - N)), thenz must ramifyat each of the six points
s such that Xh G L8. Since z-'(h) forsuch an h has 21 elements,we conclude
that the ramificationoccurs only at the six points mentionedand that the
branchingat each of the pointsis simple. Thus if Wx= {s e S: x C L8} and
CL is the divisoron S given by the set

U {Wx: 9(x)G[L

,
the divisor (CL - 3DK) is a canonical divisoron S. However for a generic
plane [L] C P*, gf-'([L]) is a completeintersectionof type (2, 2) in P4 (by
(5.4)) whichmeets V transverselyexcept possiblyat a finiteset (by Lemma
5.9 and Corollary5.14). ThereforeCL is linearlyequivalent to the divisor
4DK and the propositionis proved.
We next turnour attentionto {Ds}8e8,the familyof incidencedivisors
on S. By Corollary2.12:
LEMMA10.4. Thefamily {DS} is a family of ample divisorson S.
LEMMA10.5. For generics GS, DS is non-singular.
Proof. Let MS = {t e Gr(2,5): (Lt n LS) # 0}. If s' e DA and L., is of
firsttype,we can assume local coordinates(6.13) to be constructedat s' such
that LS meets (H0 n H1) (given by X0 = X, = 0). Since MS is then given by
linearequations,it followseasily that MSand S meet transverselyalong D,
in a neighborhoodof s'. Similarlyif L, is of second type, MS and S meet
transverselyalong DS in a neighborhood
of s' except if:
L, lies in the plane [9(L8,)] tangentto V along LS
Thus s' is a singularpointof DS onlyif LS, is of secondtypeand (10.6) holds.
A dimensionargumentthen gives the lemmasincea generics C S corresponds
(10.6)
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to a line L. of firsttype.
LEMMA10.7. L. is of secondtypeif and onlyif s e D8.
Proof. For s'd D8, s' = s, let K8 be the plane spannedby (L. U L8S). If
s C DO, lims,AsKS is a plane tangent to V along L8. So by Lemma 6.7, L.
is of secondtype. Conversely,forL8 of secondtype,the set ofplanes K such
that (K. V) = (L. + L,1 + L,2) is connectedand as K approaches [9(Lj)],
eitherL8l or L,2 (or both) must approachL8. The lemmafollows.
We can now computea series of numericalinvariantsassociated to the
surfaceS (see, forinstance,[13; page 154]). By Lemmas 10.4 and 10.5, D8 is
a non-singularirreduciblecurveforgenerics. Since two skewlines in a nonsingularcubicsurfacehave exactlyfivecommonincidentlines([18; pages 3-5]):
({D}-{D8})s = 5 Pickinga plane K such that (K- V) = L,1+ L82+ L,3, (si # si for i # j)y
we have
(10.8)

DK- (D,1 + D82+ D83)

(10.9)
where

"I-"

denotes linear equivalence. Then by Proposition 10.3 and the

adjunctionformulaforsurfaces:

genus (Dj) = 11 .

(10.10)

We have already seen that the second Chern number C2[S]= 27 in (9.14).
To get the firstChernnumber,use Proposition10.3:
(10.11)

c2[S]

=

({DK}1{DK})S=

45

(c2 + C):

Since 12(ho (S) - h"(S) + h20(S))

=

(10.12)

h2'0(S) = 10

Then by Lemma 10.2 and Proposition10.3:
LEMMA 10.13. The PlilckerembeddingS c Gr(2, 5)

embeddingof S.
Since X(S)

=

27 = (2

-

P, is a canonical

2,1(S) + 2,$2(S)), where afjdenotes the j-th Betti

number, 82(S) = 45 and so by Lemma 9.13:

(10.14) The natural map (H'(Sv) (0 Q) A (H'(Sv) 0 Q)

H2(SV)? Q is an

isomorphism.

In the finalportionof this chapter,we treat the algebraic subvarietyD
of S, where D = Dv is the set of points on S whichcorrespondto lines of
secondtypeon V. From Corollary7.6, dimD < 1. In orderto characterize
the divisorD in S, we need several lemmas.
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set.

LEMMA 10.15. Let E = {s C D: ([g(L,)] n v) = 3L,}. Then E is a finite

Proof. SupposeE containsa curveC. By Lemma 7.5 dimW = 2 where
?fI must be of maximalrank at a
W = w7(rw(C)). Since ?fis finite-to-one,
generic simple point x of W. Let x = wv(s,x), s a simple point of E. By
(6.10) we can normalizethe equation for V to the form:
X2Xo2+

X3X2

+

XoE

+

X1E{blIkXjXk:

{bojkXJXk:

j < k < 4}
2< <
? k < 4} + P(X2, X3,

2 ?

X4)

whereL. is givenby X2 = X3= X4= 0. The conditionthat s C E is precisely
=
the conditionthat bO44
b144= 0. This impliesthat the (5 x 3)-matrix
((D2F/DXDX0)x (D2F/DXDX1)x

(D2F/DX8X4)i)aX

1

.4

is not of maximalrank. But it is immediatefrom(6.15) that the planegiven
0 is the tangentplane to W at a generic point of L,. Thus
by X2 = X=
L cannotbe of maximalrank at x whichgives the desiredcontradiction.
Jw
Recall that the tangentcone Cxto V at a pointx is the unionofall lines
in P4 whichhave contactof order > 3 with V at x.
LEMMA10.16. Suppose for somes C D
(CX- V) = (3L. + Lt. + Lt2 + Lt3)

for generic x C L,. Then
([QiD(L,)]-V) = 3LUS

Proof. Put the equationfor V in normalformwith respect to L, as in

the proofof Lemma 10.15. At the point (1, 0, - -, 0) one calculates immediately that the tangent cone C(, 0,...0,) is either

(i) the unionof two planes K and K';
(ii) a plane K;

(iii) the tangent hyperplane to V at (1, 0, * , 0).
In cases (i) and (ii), (C(1,0,...0,-V) = (3L, + *- ) so that K (or K') must be

the unique hyperplanetangent to V along L,. Thus in any case [9)(L8)]c
C(,0...,O). Similarly [9(L8)] c C(o, 0,.0)

Suppose

([9D(L,)]-V) = (2L. + Lt)
where t # s, and suppose,forexample,that (1, 0, *--, 0) 2 Lt. Then any line
joining(1, 0, - - *,0) with a pointon Lt has contactof order> 4 with V and so
must lie in V. Since V contains no planes, we have a contradictionto the
assumptionthat t # s.
Next consider the mapping wv: TV V given in (7.3). wv has fibre
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(W. x {x}) where W. = (s: x C L8}. Let V' be the set obtained by deleting
fromV the (finite)numberof pointsx forwhich dimW > 0. Putting T' =
V(V'), we have that the mapping
w': T' V'

(10.17)

is proper,finite-to-one
and genericallysix-to-one.
LEMMA10.18. Ac'is unramifiedat (s, x) if and onlyif L. is offirsttype.
Furthermoretheramificationof w' is simple along a Zariski open subset of
each componentof r-'(D).
Proof. One checkseasily fromequations(6.14) that if L. is of firsttype,
thenthereis a tubular neighborhoodof ({s} x L8) in T on which w1,is an
immersion.Thereforew' is unramified
at each pointof ({s} x L8). If L. is of
secondtype,we proceedas follows. Let M = {(t, x) C (Gr(2, 5) x P4)x e Lt}.
Let WG:M-a Gr(2, 5) and rp4:M-a P4 be the standardprojections.If x c L8,
let
E. = It C Gr(2, 5): x C Lt '- [(L)]} Then E. is tangentto S at s by equations (6.15). Let Ex be a non-singular
curveon S whichis tangentto Ex at s. Since the surfaceswr'(Ex)and wr-'(E')
are tangentalong ({s} x L8), WP4I7r1(E
) is not of maximal rank at (s, x); so
w' cannot be either. The rest of the proofnow follows immediatelyfrom
Lemmas 10.15 and 10.16.
We are now ready to characterize D = D,. For a hyperplanesection
of V,let
Vh=(Vfl[h])
S(h) = rAlp(Vh)

(10.19)

The Bertinitheoremsgive that for generic h, S(h) is non-singular.So for
generich, S(h) is isomorphicto S blownup at the twenty-seven
pointss such
is given by the projection
that L8, [h], and the monoidaltransformation
w8: S(h)
S. Let E(h) denotethe exceptionaldivisoron S(h). If K, denotes
-

the canonical divisor on the algebraic manifold X and "-"

equivalence,we have

Kv

~

(-

21Vh)

and so by Lemma 10.18:
KT-

(w-'(D)

-

2S(h)) .

By the adjunctionformula,we have on S(h):
KS(h) - (S(h).(KT + S(h)))
(S(h). (wl'(D)

-

S(h')))

denotes linear
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where h' is any elementof P*. On the other hand, Lemma 10.3 gives that
on S(h):
KS(h) ' ((S(h)-S(h')) + 2E(h))
Thus (WH'(D)
-S(h)) - 2((S(h) -S(h')) + E(h)) on S(h) so that on S:
D - 2DK
(10.20)
where K = ([hi n [h']). This gives the resultof Fano:
PROPOSITION10.21. The set D is of pure dimensionone and, considered

as a divisoron S, is linearlyequivalentto twicethecanonical divisor.
PART FOUR: THE INTERMEDIATE JACOBIAN OF THE CUBIC THREEFOLD

11. The Gherardelli-Toddisomorphism
We now returnto the general considerationsof Part one in order to
in P4.
apply themto the case in which V is a non-singularcubic hypersurface
Our analysis of the geometryof V and its surfaceof lines S will allow us to
characterizethese varietiesentirelyin termsofthe principallypolarizedcomplex torus g(V). (Notice that h"0(V) = 0 - h3'0(V), so 5(V) is in fact a
principallypolarizedabelian variety.)
of abelian varieties
From ? 4, we have a homomorphism
9: Alb(S)

(11.1)
By ?9, dim Alb(S)

=

-

J(V) -

5, and by [8; page 488], h3'0(V) = 0 and h2"(V)

=

5.

of abelWe devotethis chapterto showingthat p is actuallyan isomorphism
ian varieties. This result is also a corollaryof workof Todd [19; page 183].
We begin with a resultof Gherardelli([7]):
LEMMA 11.2. 9: Alb(S)

-

J(V) is an isogeny.

Proof. Let T = T, be as in (7.1), and ws: TO S the projective line
bundlegiven in (7.2). By the Gysinsequence for sphere bundles, there is a
vectorspace isomorphism:
7rS+X

> H2"(T)
H2"(S) 0DH"(S)
where Z: H"0(S)
H2"(T) is given by Z(a) = wrs(a)A C where C is the
is genericallyfinite-to-one,
to
dual
Poincare
{S(h)} in T (see (10.19)). Since 7rw
H2"(T) is injective,and since h2"l(V) = h1'(S), it sufficesto
wv: H2"l(V)
H

(11.3)

show that in H2'1(V):

((image wr)n (image 7r)) = {0} .
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To see this, chooseh as in ? 10 so that S(h) is non-singular.For GOHe
:
decomposewi*(so)
accordingto (11.3):

l(V),

7 *(o-) = wr*(8)+ (7w*
(a) A C).

If a = 0 and 8 # 0, therewould exist a three-cycley on the surfaceS(h) with
w*(o)) # 0. However
C a()

X

= 0

A

;rv*

(W

since wr,factors through H3(Vh), the zero group. This gives the lemma.

The proofof Lemma 11.2 shows that forany a) e H3(V):
v ((S))

IS(h)

0

=

-

Thus if 4r*(o))=
+ (7r*(a)A C2)as in (11.3):
wr*(,C)
-oa A 8c

Is=

where cl C Hl'(S) is the firstChernclass of the bundlewr. By a theoremof
Chern[4; page 571], one has the relationon T:
C2A ' = ' A

5*
(C1)

-

5*(C2).

So forany a), A(' e H3(V):
a)

A

a)'

= (1/6) wrv*(a))
A w*(a)')
(1/6) (ws(a) A C-

(11.4)

=

-

(1/6) |r*(a

=

-

(1/6) |as

=

-

(1/6)

=

-

(1/2) |a

DK

DS

A c1))

A a' A c1) A '2

T

5

C-*(a'
*(aAc1)) A (*s(a')AY-

A a' Ac1

a A a'
A a'

by Proposition10.3 and (10.9). (By (2.8), a =q*(a)),
a' q,*(cW).)Underthe
natural identificationH3(V)
H'(J(V)) we thereforehave that if y is the
image of {D,} under the mapping (qoaor)*: H2(S)
|dA i=-2
for any

c,d' C H1(J(V))

H2(J(V)), then

Im Xv(di'

(see (3.1) and (3.3)).

On the otherhand, if Qv = Q(G(V)) is the polarizingclass of f(V) as
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in ? 3, it is an easy exercise in linear algebra to show that for i,
|J(e)

J(V)

A V' A QI

-

-4!

d'

G H(J(V)):

JmfCV($,t)

Thus we have:
has as its Poincare' dual on J(V) the class

LEMMA 11.5. (qoaj)*({Dj})

!).
(2QV/4
(Comparethis resultwith Definition3.15.)
Anothercorollaryof Lemma 11.2 is the following:
and

LEMMA 11.6. Let X: J(V)

Pic(S)

be as in (4.3). Then X is an isogeny

deg(X) = deg(') .
(The degreeof an isogenyis the cardinalityof its kernel.)
Proof. The homologymaps g*, X*, and *,yassociated to A, X, and 7 =
(Xoq) are given in (2.7). By (1.1) thereis an intersectionformula:
(a'*~~
M7*a*(')=

**('))s

Let E denotethe bilinearformon H1(S) inducedunderA* fromthe intersection pairing on H3(V). Then deg(q)= Idet E I"2 and by the intersection
formula for *, deg(y)) Idet E . Thus deg(X) = det E 1/2.
1. By (4.3) and standard
We wish to show, of course, that deg(q)
factsabout curveswe have a commutativediagram:
Alb (Dj)8
(11.7)

Alb(S)
/

J(D.)

1

Pic (D8)

-

81

Pic (S)

V)

/K

whereD. is any non-singularincidencedivisorand K8.and 1,uare inducedby
the inclusion D. U S. Let a denotethe composition(Kro1etop0).
LEMMA11.8. The homorphisma: Alb (S)

Alb (S)

is given by

a(U) = - 2u .

Proof. Since S is connectedand forall s e S the ample divisorD. is connected,it is immediatethat
{planes K: (K. V) is a sum of lines}
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is connected.Also, if (K. V) = (L81+ L82+ L,,), then (Y(a.(s,)+

a.(S2)

+

to the canonical
a,8(s3)) mustgo to the fixedpoint of Pic (S) corresponding
divisoron S by Proposition10.3. By Theorem4.5 it followsthat there is
a fixedpoint upe Alb (S) such that whenever (L,1 + L82+ L8,) is a plane
sectionof V:
a,8(s1) + a8(S2)

(11.9)

+ a8(s3)

u
uo in Alb(S)

Since V is simplyconnected,it followsthat the mapping
V

Alb(S)

gotten by sending x to ,6= a8(si) where L,1 ..., L,6 are the six lines
throughx is also a constantmapping. So there is a fixed ul e Alb(S) such
that:
(11.10)

E a.(si) = U,

whenever L,1
for s CDS:

...,

L86 are the six lines througha point. Fix soe S. Then

a(a,8O(s))= a8O(t) +

4=1

a8O(ti)+ (constant)

where (L, + L. + L8O) is a plane section of V and L80,L8, Lt1,... , L t are
the six lines throughthe point x = (L., n L8O). Applying(11.9) and (11.10):
a(a8O(s))

- (a,0(so) + a8O(s))

-

+ u1 - (aso(s) + a,8O(s))+ (constant)
-

2a0so(s)+

(constant) .

Since D8o is ample, a,8O(D8O)
generates Alb(S) and the lemmafollows.
Following[2], the formula(11.9) suggests the definition
ofan involution:
(11.11)

e:

D8 -bDs

foreach s e S byputtingy8(sj)= thatuniques2e D. suchthat (L. + L81+ L82)
is a plane sectionof V. Using (10.6) and the involutionys it is clear that D.
is non-singularexcept at fixpointsof vs. Also forgenerics there are no fixpoints. Then by (10.10) and the Riemann-Hurwicz
formula,the quotient
(11.12)

D./vs
Gs=

is a non-singularcurve of genus 6. Let is denote alternativelythe quotient
mapping D.,

G. or the induced homomorphism:
Alb (Ds,)

> Alb (Gs,).

Also let ys stand as well for the involutionon Alb (D,) inducedby (11.11).
Using (11.9), we have on Alb (Dj):
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IC3o =8

-K ' 8;

3SO73S =8

Let A = (image((identitymap) + as)) and B = (image((identitymap) Then by (11.13):

A 9 (ker,)
B (keris)

By a dimensionargument:
A = (ker Kc8)0

B

(ker$8)0
where (0) denotesas beforethe componentof the identity. Since ys respects
the standardhermitianformassociatedto Alb(Dj), A and B are orthogonal
subvarietiesof Alb (Dj). On the other hand, if K8,: H1(D8) H1(S) and

H1(D8) are the homologymappings associated to tc8and pasrespectively, then(YeS*(3))D
0 for y e ker Kr8, s e H3(S). Thus
(KY)c)
fs*:

H3(S)

-

P.8(Pic(S))c (kerK,8)I and so by dimensions:
(11.14)
B = (ker$)=
p),-(Pic(S))

.

We next wish to compute the degree of the isogeny Jr=

B
Alb (S).
Ks I1B
The coveringes inducesa non-trivialrepresentation
ofthe fundamentalgroup
of G. in the permutationgroupS(2), or equivalently,a non-trivialhomomorphism
>(Z/2Z).
P: Hi(G.)
It follows that there is a basis 70, 60,al, a,,
0 for j = 1, *..,
(i) p(-0) = 1, p(7)

..,

5

for H1(G8) such that:
and p(a) = 0 forj = O *.., 5;
y5, a

and (7Yj k) = the Kroneckersymbolajk.
Such a basis can be representedby cycles in "standard form",that is, each
cycle is a connecteddifferentiable
submanifoldof G,, any two intersectin at
mostone point,and all such intersectionsare transverse. We then have the
(ii)

(7jY7k)

=

0,

(amj@k)

following picture for the covering $8:

_~~~~~~~~~~

PI

,C~T~~9

)

Gi0O

?1

etc.

o

et.

ooo
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In the obviousway, one constructsa standardbasis
id: i =1, 2;j = 1, ...
(-/?,
all U {J,/~

5}

for H1(D8) such that:
(11.15)

'y(y0)=
0, y(3) =
z ( = ,1
y(at) = ai+1fori, j > 1

and such that the intersectionnumberoftwo basis elementsin DS is precisely
the same as the intersectionnumberof the basis elementsin G. over which
theylie. Then the mapping Is*: H1(DJ) H1(G8) has a kernelwhichis freely
generatedby the set

{(l _

(11.16)

Q,.)

8.

_

i

ok)
D

,*@A

=

5} .

Also by (11.13) and the fact that D. is amplein S, the mapping KCS,:
H1(DJ)
H1(S) takes the set
(11.17)

{1,

i;: j

= 1,

5}

..

ontoa basis for H1(S). By (11.14) and (11.16), however,the abelian variety
B is just the subvarietyof Alb(D8) given by elementsof the form

A (aQj(z - it) + bj(a&-

bj real.
(HereH1(D8)is identified
withthelatticeU suchthat Alb (D=) (H" 0(DJ)*1U).)

Therefore the degree of /c:B

Alb(S)

a)),

aj,

must be equal to the order of the

group
H1(S)/jc*(ker e*

Using bases (11.16) and (11.17) and the firstformulaof (11.13), one computes
immediatelythat:
deg(jc) = 210.

(11.18)
THEOREM11.19. q': Alb(S)

J(V) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We have the commutativediagramof isogenies:
Pic(S)
B

J(V).
Alb(S) /

2 (identity map) by Lemma 11.8. But
Now the composition (Kcoftoxoq) ==
deg(jc) 210. Therefore qA,X, and pemust all be isomorphisms.

We now wish to completethe list of formulasbegun in (9.16) and (9.17).
First of all, by (11.4), if 93 {=, X, aq, ..., 8} is the basis for H'(S) used in
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? 9, thenthe determinantof the matrix

fipe
{DS 1a
$

is 210. Thereforeusing (9.10)-(9.12) we can improveon (9.12) (iii), namelywe
may concludethat:
XA
Ds

(11.20)

a

= 2.

By Theorem11.19, underthe mapping
(q'o a.):

S-

J(V)

we can identify93 with a basis for H'(J(V)). By (9.10), (9.11), (9.12) (ii),
(11.20), and (11.4), the polarizingclass Q, = Q(gI(V)) is given on J(V) by:

QV= (XA a

(11.21)

+

k

Zk'=1

A

ya4+k)

Let us returnto the pencil {Sh}h6[R]
of divisorson the threefoldAR consideredin (7.11) and ? 9. Associatedto {Sh}h [R] we have the Lefschetzpencil
of hyperplanesectionsof the non-singularcubic fourfoldY. For
{1Yh1h[R]
=
Pf ([R] - {ho,
, hm}) we have the continuousfamilyof homomorphisms
H3(Sh) he Pf
H1(Sh). A H3(Yh)
whichby Theorem11.9 and Lemma 11.6 must be isomorphisms.Let

(11.22)

-

Y)h
j: Y
TvTn,;

-^

Tj Ts S;^
h -* -

>

h

h

be the Picard-Lefschetzdiffeomorphisms
(see [5; pages 42-43]) associated to
the path q, in P' as shown:
I11j
0

* 1)1

Accordingto theoremsof Lefschetz(AnalysisSitus. Paris: Gauthier-Villars,.
1950, pages 93 and 106-08),there is a "vanishingcycle" 3j e H3(Y-) associated to each j = 0, * , m such that:
(i) {aj}j,

m

generate H3(Y^) (since H3(Y)

= 0);

(ii) the vanishingcyclesare all conjugateunderthe action of wz1(P')on
H3(Y^) inducedby the Picard-Lefschetzdiffeomorphisms
(see end of ? 5);
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(iii) (Tv,j).(a) - a ? (aoa)a, forall a X H3(Yh).
Thus the fundamentalgroup wr1(P')acts irreduciblyon H3(Yh) and so by
using (11.22), it also acts irreduciblyon H1(S-) and also
LEMMA11.23. w1(P') acts irreduciblyon H'(Sa)

?

C.

Choosinga basepoint soC S, such that (se,h) G Sh for all h C [R] and
letting Do0,h be the incidence divisor for so in Sh we have clearly that
= I{D 0, }e:H2(Sh) forall j = 0.**, m. Thus if d E: H2(S^) is
(Tj)*((D.O,})
the Poincaredual of {Do0,^I on S^:
(11.24)

eh

is invariantunderthe action of w1(P').

Since the Picard-Lefschetzdiffeomorphisms
respectthe intersection
pairing on Y^ we have that Qv is invariantunderthe automorphism
inducedon
for
each
so
that
J(Vh) by Tj
j
again using (11.22):
is invariantunderthe action of w1(P').
(11.25) i0 = (Qpoa8)*(Qv)
For S = S- the form
B1: (H'(S)

(8 C) x (H'(S)

(8 C)

C

-

as A d'A

(a, a)

t-h

a A d' A do Since (q'oa8) is an immersion(see beginningof ? 12), B2 is also non-degenerate.There is certainly
some real number c # 0 such that B, + cB2 is degenerate. Let A =
{a e (H'(S) ( C): B,(a, a') + cB2(a, a') = 0 for all o' e H'(S)}. By (11.24)
and (11.25), A is an invariantsub3pace of H'(S) 0 C so that by Lemma
11.23
is non-degenerate. Let B2(a, a')

=

s

B1 + cB2 = ? .

(11.26)

Since B1and B2 take integralvalues on H'(S), c is in fact a rationalnumber.
By (10.14) therefore
and
5

=

({D8}

{D8})

C=

I-10

=

by Lemma 11.5. Thus:
LEMMA11.27. On S, thePoincare dual of {D8} is theclass
(1/2)((ZA 3) + mk=j2k A 24+k)
We are now in a positionto completethe list of integrationformulason
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S begun in ? 9. For conveniencewe list those which we have derived up to
this point:
Ds

Ds

(11.28)

CA
7

DA3-2= 54+k

G

5X

AYrk

=0

fork=1,.1.,4;

=

A 7i = 0

5D.k
Ds

fork = 1,

A 72k

Ds

Ds

for l > k,l9

. . .,

8;

k+ 4 .

Also we knowthat
A

V2k
s

s

(11.29)

s

s

)24+k A '?i

A

)?4+1

for 1 ? k < 1 ? 4;

=1

forotherp, q, r, s;

)7vA )7 A )r A )s = 0

| A

)2k A '?,

A )2m= 0

forall k, 1,m;

|ZXA a A 7k A 7, = 0

for l > k, 1

4 + k.

Lemma 11.27 allows us to improveon (9.17) and conclude:
(11.30)
Finally, since
(11.31)

AaA

|

Ds

&oA

)7k

72kA 724+k=

for1? k < 4 .

1

0 forall k, Lemmas 9.18 and 11.27 give that:

=

a A

)2k A

'2' A )2m= 0

forall k, 1,m .

12. The Gauss map and the tangent bundle theorem
From (10.14) we have that

H2'0(S)

(12.1)

H"0(S) A H1"0(S).

Thus the mappings as: S
Alb (S) definedin (4.6) are immersionssince by
Lemma 10.13 the linearsystemof canonical divisorson S has no basepoints.
Let Gr(2, T(Alb(S), 0)) be the Grassmannvariety of two-dimensionalsubspaces of the tangentspace to Alb(S) at the basepoint0. Now each isomorphism
-

(12.2)

T(Alb(S), 0)

C5

inducesan associated isomorphism
Gr(2, T(Alb(S), 0))
Also thereis a rationalmapping

Gr(2, 5)
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(12.3)

9: acs(S)

) Gr(2, T(Alb(S),0))

definedby assigningto u e a,8(S)the subspace T((a,,(S) - u), 0) of T(Alb(S),0).
9 is called the Gauss map associated to a,8(S) and the purpose of this
chapter is to prove that, forappropriatechoiceof isomorphism
(12.2), there
is a commutativediagram:
S

(12.4)

,
a(S)

-

e

9

Gr(2,5) ozeGr(2,T(Alb(S), 0))
where s is the standard inclusionof S (see (7.1)). Notice that (12.1) and
Lemma 10.13 give immediatelythat if d: Gr(2,5) P, is the Plucker embeddingthen forany choice in (12.2):
LEMMA 12.5. There is an automorphism a of P, such that (dogoaj)
(Uodos).

The strongerfact (12.4) is considerablyharderto prove. Since it is the
central geometricfact of the paper, we will presenttwo proofs,the firstan
analyticproofusingresiduesand the secondan algebro-geometric
proof. The
firstproofis shorterand more direct,and in the secondwe will derive some
geometricfacts whichwill in any case be usefulin ? 13.
Let A42(V)be the vectorspace of rational four-forms
on P4 with a pole
of ordertwo along V. If E = C5, thereis an isomorphism
(12.6)

o: E*

> A'( V)

definedby putting
c)(H) = (H(yo, ...,
where F(XO,

...*

Q(YO9

Y4)Q(yQ ...,

Y4))IF(Yo, ..., 9 Y

X4) is the definingpolynomial for V and
Y4)
=Y

E

1)'yj(dy0 A *

A dyj A *

A dy4).

By [8; page 488], the Poincare residueoperatorinducesan isomorphism:
(12.7)

: Al( V)
> H2"(V)
since h3'0(
V) = 0. Combiningthese with the isomorphism
p*: H2"1(V)

> H0 (S)

(see ? 2 and ? 11), we get an isomorphism:
> H"O(S)
(12.8)
p: E*
Thus foreach s C S, p gives a linearmapping:
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ps: E*

> T*(S, s).

On the otherhand, Ls c V is the "projectification"
of a two-dimensional
subspace Jsof C. Write:
1
E*: H

JS1= {H

Ij

0}1
If we identifyE* with (T(Alb(S), 0))* under (12.8) thenthe commutativityof (12.4) is an immediatecorollaryof:
PROPOSITION12.9. The sequence
?

JS1

Ps) T*(S, s)

>E*

>O

is exactfor each s e S.
Proof. (12.1) and Proposition10.3 implythat ps is onto foreach s e S.
So we must show that if H js= 0 then p(H) vanishesat s forall s such that
L. c [h]
where h C P* is the element given by H(XQ,**,*X4) = 0. We assume that

([hi n V) is non-singular,since it will sufficeto treat this case, the generic
one. Now as in [8; equation (10.8)], thereis a residueisomorphism
(12.10)

R: A'(V)

-

H'(V; &?)

where f22is the sheafof closed holomorphic
two-forms
on V. For generic H
we will explicityconstructthe mapping
(Roc):

E*

> H'(V;

&V)

and thenrelate it geometricallyto the mappingp of (12.8). Let z1, , z4 be
holomorphic
local coordinatesin r4 arounda pointof (v n [hi) such that:
is
(i) [h] given by z1 = 0;
(ii) V is given by z4= 0.
Locally o(H) = (zlf(z)dz, A ... A dz4/z4) where f is holomorphic.If we
choose g(z) such that

ag/l3Z = aef/az49

thenlocally
o(H) = d((zlg(z)dz,
A dz2 A dz4 -zlf (z)dz, A dZ2 A dz3)1Z4)Next choosea finitecovering{ Uk} of a neighborhood
of V in P4 such that on

each Uk:

o(H)

If we define

= d7k where7k is

on (Uk - V), vanisheson
holomorphic
f
([h] Uk) and has firstorderpole along (V Uk) .

jk =

(

-

2k)

on (Uj

n Uk),

n

theneach

*j,

has the following
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properties:
(i) dtjk

= 0;

vanisheson ([hi f Ujk);
is eitheridenticallyzero on a componentUjk of Ujk or else jk
*/jk
has a firstorderpole along (V n Us,,).
(ii)

*jk

(iii)

three-form
Any meromorphic
* satisfying(i)-(iii) may be expressed (on the
correspondingU) in the form:
* = ((zea A dz4)/z4)+ (zfl/z4)

wherea and 3 do not involvedz4. Since d/ = 0, we must have in fact that
is holomorphicon U. Then the Poincare residue ([8; ? 10]) of * is
z1fl/z4
given by:
R(*) =Zia I(vnu)

on (V n U) whichvanishes
two-form
whichis thereforea closed holomorphic
on ([hi n vn U). The element
(Roco)(H) e HI( V; Q
is thenrepresentedby the cocycle:
(12.11)
{R(*jk)l
The importantthingabout this cocycle is that it vanishes along ([hi n v).
We can now finishthe proofof Proposition12.9 by provingthe following:
(12.12) For generic He E*, if [h]is the hyperplanedefinedbyHand L. ( [h],
then foreach z e T(S, s) the contraction<z, pj(H)> = 0.
foreach s C S:
From [15; page 150], thereis a naturalisomorphism
A: T(S, s)

(12.13)

H0(L,; O(N(V, Lj)))

-

where N( V,L8) denotesas beforethe normalbundle. Thereis a contraction
(12.14)

x H1(V; f22)
H0(L,; (9(N(V, L,)))
H'(L,; QLS)
definedas follows. If 0 e H0(L.; (D(N(V,Lj))), chooseon (Ujk n L,) a representative
-

f"jk

for

)o

(Ujk nLs)*

If a) {=

e H1((Ujk
Akj e

n L,); O(T(V)

H'(V;f2V)

<f~jkq

Then
t*

ijk

(0jk

I(UjknLL)))

let ejk be the contraction
lUjknLs>

I

is an elementof H0(Ujk n L,; QVlUjknLL) and so gives an element

e H0(UjknL,;

Q(UjknL8))

(where Q' denotes the sheaf of holomorphic one-

forms). Then {Jr} e H'(L8; Q') dependsonlyon 2 and o. Putting <72,a> =
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we have the pairing (12.14). Furthermore,for suitable choice of iso{k
morphism
H1(L8;

C,

QL)

the mapping(12.13) of Kodaira satisfiesat s the identity:
<7, (q2*ou)(Q)> = <K(z), R(Q)>

(12.15)

for z e T(S, s) and Q e A4(V). (See (12.7), [8], and [15].) Finally if Q = o(H)
for generic HeE* and if HI8= 0, then using representative(12.11) for
R(o(H)) the righthandside of (12.15) triviallyvanishesat s forall z e T(S, s).
Thus
=

<7, (tp*ouaoo)(H)>

0

whichproves(12.12) and hencethe proposition.
This then is the analyticproofof the commutativityof (12.14). Before
turningto an algebro-geometric
discussion,we remarkthat the proofofProposition12.9 can be generalizedto give the following:
of dimension(2n + 1) in a smoothproLet V be a smoothhypersurface
jective varietyX. Suppose that {Zs}ses is an algebraicfamily of algebraic
n-cycleson V. As above we have mappings
R

A+j2(V)

A211++2(V

H2n+1'0(V)0)

H-(V;fQv+l)

& Hn+1'n(V) -D
ED

H" (S)

Then if Q E A2n+2(V) and R(Q) is zero on Z8,
(q1*oq)(Q)

0

Is =

We now returnagain to our point of departurejust after Lemma 12.5.
We proceedby a different
route,derivinga series of geometriclemmas.
LEMMA

12.16. Let (Sx S)0 = ((S x S)

define:
(D(s,t) =
Then PD:(S x S)0

-

(diagonal)). For (s, t) e (S x S)0,

(([L8]n [LUJ),thehyperplanespanned
byL8 U Lt. if (L8 n Lt) = 0;
@(x) if {x} = (Ls n Lt) (see ? 5) .

> P* is analytic.

to checkthat if C is a non-singularcurve in (S x S)0
Proof. If suffices
and (s,, to) is an isolatedpointof
C n{(s, t): (L8 n Lt) # 0}
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and LsonLtL = {x, then
limit(st)ec,(st)-(soto)

(D(s, t)

= @(x)

Let ho= limit(D(s,t). Following[18; page 2], let y be any pointin [ho]such
that y does not lie in the plane spannedby Lso and Lto. Then if Lo is a line
in P4 whichmeets [ho]at y, and if (s, t) is near (so,to),thereis a unique line
L(s,t)meetingLo, Ls and Lt. If y X V, thenas (s, t) approaches (so,to),the
two points given by (Ls n L(s,t)) and (Lt n L(s,t)) must both approach the
point x e (Lson Lto). Thus a genericline in [ho]whichpasses throughx has
multiplecontactwith V at x, and so x mustbe a singularpointof ([hi n v).
So h. = D(x) and the lemmais proved.
LEMMA 12.17. Let v: E

-

S x S

be an analytic mapping of the unit

disc into S x S such thatfor z e E, z # 0, v(z) X (diagonal of S x S) but
v(O) = (so,so). Then limit, (D(v(z))E 9D(Lso).
Proof. Let ho= limit(D(v(z)). If the lemmais false, (V n [ho]) is nonsingularin a neighborhoodof Lso. So there is a tubular neighborhoodU of
Lsoin P4 such that, if z is near 0 and (s, t) = v(z), U contains (Ls U Lt) and

to (U n v n [ho]).But in (V n [$(s, t)]),
(u n v n [o(s,t)]) is diffeomorphic

({L} -{Ls}) = - 1 and ({L}- {Lt) > 0, so that it is impossiblethat both Ls
and Lt go to Lsoin (vfn [h]). This gives the lemma.

Let Ice (S x S) denoteas in (2.4) the incidencedivisor for the family
{Ls}. For (s, s') e I, in orderthat (s, s') be a singularpoint of I it is necessary that s be a singular point of Ds, and s' be a singular point of Ds. By
condition(10.6), thiscan onlyhappenif i = s' and (V. [D(Ls)]) = 3Ls. (Recall
that [D(Ls)] is the plane tangentto V along Ls.) By Lemma 10.15 therefore:
LEMMA12.18. I is non-singularexceptpossiblyat a finiteset of points
lyingon thediagonal of S x S.
Let 7s be as in (11.11) and define:
(12.19)

I' = {(s, s') E I: as (s) # S}
w: I' S givenby r(s, s') = s.

Thus ifL. is offirsttype, 7r-(s) = ({s} x Ds). If Ls is ofsecondtype, r-1(s)=
({s} x (Ds - {t})) where (2Ls + L,) is a plane sectionof V. Also, if (s, s') e I',
s is a non-singularpointof D, .

LEMMA
12.20. If (s, s') e I%

"mittCDs8,t..

$(s, t) = D(Lsn LS,(8,))-

Proof. Let s, = as (s). Then s, # s. If s, # s', then (Lt n Ls1) = 0
for all t e DAl t near s, since V contains no planes. By Lemma 12.16,
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limitt Dsft-s D(s,, t) = (Lfl nL,).
But fort near s, (D(s,,t) = '(s, t), and so
we are done in case s, # s'. If s, = s', let K be the plane spannedby Ls and
Ls,. K is tangent to V along Ls so that K= [D(Ls,)]. Also Kc [$(s, t)]
for t e Ds,, t near s. Thus limit P(s, t) e ?(Ls,). But by Lemma 12.17,
limit$D(s,t) e OD(Ls),and (D(Ls) n D(L,)) = ?(LS n L8,) since,if x e Ls, y e L8,
and @(x) = 9@(y),thenthe linethroughx and y lies in V and so mustbe either
Ls or L>,. The lemmais thereforeproved.

We definetwo morphismson I':
V

P: I'

(12.21)

(s, s') I->

(L. n LT,(s)).

(12.22) Let z-:P(S) >S be the projectiveline bundle whose fibreat s is
Gr(1, T(S, s)) and put:

X: I'(s, S')
(Si

P(S)
-*{T(Ds, s)}

LEMMA12.23. Suppose Ls is a line of first type. Then for (s, s,) and
G I': p(s, s,) = p(s, s,) if and only if X(s,s,) = x(s,s,).

S2)

Proof. If C is a non-singularcurvein S and s e C then by Lemma10.7,

(L4nLs) = 0 for t e C, t near s. Furthermoreif we put the equationforV

intonormalformwithrespectto L, as in (6.9) and let B(a,, a,) be the curves
in Gr(2,5) definedas in the discussionprecedingLemma 6.18 then there
is a unique (a., a,) e Pi such that C and B(a., a,) are tangentat s. For that
particular (a, a,):
limittCeC,t~s

(D(Si

t =

"iMitt

C B(lo,cal),t's

)D(Ss

t)

(where$(s, t) is the hyperplanespanned by Ls and L4). Using Lemma 6.18
and the fact that forall t e B(ao, a,), D(s, t) = h(ao,a,), we have that:
X(s,sI) = X(s,s2) if and onlyif O(p(s, si))

=

O(p(s, s2))

Since EDKs is infective,we have the lemma.
12.24. Suppose that Ls is a line of second type. If (s, s,) and
S2) e I', then D(p(s,s,)) = O(p(s,sQ)) if and onlyif
?(Ls f Ls8) = 'O(Ls n LS2) LEMMA

(S,

(Notice that if, forexample, s = s, then (Ls fnL,) shouldbe interpretedas
"iMitt Dslts (Ltt Ls) whichexists since Ds is non-singular
at s.)
Proof. Suppose (s, s') E I' and s # s'. By Lemma 12.17, if h =
<(s, t) then [D(L,)] c [h]. Clearly L8 c [h] also. Since Ls8.
limitteDs,,ts
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[9)(L8)] by the definitionof I', h = D(Lfn L,), the tangent hyperplaneto
V at (L, [n(L8)]).
fl
By Lemma 12.20 therefore:
(12.25)

D(L. n L.) = 0D(L.n Lr,,(S)).
By continuity,(12.25) continuesto hold if s = s'. The lemma now follows
directlyfromLemma 12.20.
If L. is of secondtype,we see by (6.15) that the tangentdirectionsto S
at s are given by the Schubertvarieties:
(12.26)

E, = It E Gr(2,5): x E L, - [O(L8)]} forx E L8 -

LEMMA12.27. Let L, be a line of secondtypeand let (s, s') e I. Then if
=
x (L4,n L,), D8, and Ex are tangentat s.
Proof. Let WG: M > Gr(2, 5) be as in the proofof Lemma 10.18. Then
if D8, and Ev are tangentat s, we have as in that proof: wp4: w_'(Ds)
P4
is not of maximalrankat (s, y). On the otherhand, if y' E L8, y' # y, then
P
is clearlyofmaximalrankat (s, y') and so wp4: w'(Ds')
P4
Wp4G 1wG(Ey)
mustalso be of maximalrankat (s, y') since wr'(E,) and wr'(D8) are tangent
P4 cannot
along ({s} x L,). But if s # s' and {x} = (L,,n L.,), wp4: G1(D8)
be of maximalrankat (s, x) since non-degeneracy
at (s, x) would implythat:
-

(s, x))) c= T([O(L,,)], x)

(p)(T(7r-(D~,),

whichin turnwouldimplythat L., c [J(Lj)]. This cannotbe since (s, s') E I'.
The lemmais thereforeprovedif ses'. The case s = s' followsby a continuityargument.
COROLLARY
12.28. If L. is of second type and (s, s1) and (s, s2)C I',
=
X(S,S1) X(S,S2) if and only if (L,,n L81)= (L,,n L,2). Also J(p(s,s1)) =
P(p(s,s2)) if and onlyif (L,,n L,) and (L,,n L,2) go tothesame pointunder
P: L8- P*.
By Lemma 12.23 and Corollary12.28, thereis a unique rational map
V* = @P(V)

a*: P(S)

such that the diagram
It

P >V

V*

P(S)

is commutative. If L. is of firsttype,thenby Lemma 12.23 and the injectivity of DIL., we have that
(12.29)

8*: r' (s)

-

9(L8)
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is an isomorphism.If L. is of second type then by Corollary12.28, 8* is
definedat a genericpointof z-'(s) and
> O)(Ls

0* 7.-l(S)

is genericallytwo-to-one.Since 9P: Van V* is genericallyinjective,thereis
a unique lifting 8: P(S)
V of 8*. By Zariski's Main Theorem([10; pages
8 is definedat each point
and
the fact that D: V
V* is finite-to-one,
43-48])
at which8* is defined. Since 9Pis genericallyinjective, 8(z-'(s)) c Ls. If L.
is of firsttype, 8* [-(s) andg IL, are isomorphisms
so that
-

-

a: Z'1(s)

(12.30)

> Ls

is an isomorphism.If L. is of secondtype, ) IL,and 8* ['(s) are bothgenerically two-to-oneso that the mapping(12.30) is an injection.
PROPOSITION12.31. The mapping 8s: P(S) > T, definedby 0,(b) =
(z(b), 0(b)) is an isomorphismof projectiveline bundlesoverS.

Proof. By the precedingdiscussion 9s is an injective, fibre-preserving
map whichis definedat a genericpointof each fibreof r: P(S) - S. Using
the fact that any such map is determinedin the neighborhoodof a fibreby
its values on three distinct local sectionsof z: P(S)
S, the proposition
follows.
of (12.4).
We are now in a positionto derivea proofofthe commutativity
Using the immersion
ao0:S

> Alb(S)

we definea morphism
01:P(S)

> Gr(1, T(Alb(S), 0))

by associatingto b e P(S) the subspace
T((a8o0(C) - a.o(s)), 0)

where C is any curve which passes through s = z-(b) with directionb. By
Proposition12.31, 8: P(S) > V is a morphismand we assert:
LEMMA 12.32. For b, b' e P(S), if 0(b) = 0(b') then 01(b)= 01(b').

Proof. It sufficesto checkthis forgenericb and b'. Let z(b) = s, z(b') =
s'. If s = s' the lemmais trivial. If s # s' and x = 8(b) = 0(b'), then x e

0(r'-(s)) = L, and x e 8(r'1(s')) = L8. Let t = y8(s') = y8(s). Then x = p(s, t)
= (8oX)(s, t) = 8({T(D,, s)}). But x = 8(b) and 8 is injective. Thus b =
{T(D,, s)}. Similarlyb' = {T(DO,s')}. Now by (11.13), (a,80|Dtoyt) = - a80 IDt +

(constant). So 01({T(D,,s)}) = 81({T(DO,s')}) and the lemmais proved.
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By Lemma 12.32, thereis an inducedmapping
X: V
such that

(XoO)

> Gr(1, T(Alb(S), 0))

= 01. We then have the commutative diagram
Os

TV
1

(12.33)

02
8

7 AVI

V

nil

P(S)
01'

-Gr(1,

P4

T(Alb(S), 0))

P4

By its definition,08 induces a mapping of S into Gr(2, T(Alb(S), 0)) and
using (12.3):
Gr(2, T(Alb(S), 0)) is preciselythe composition

(12.34) The mapping S
(Co

a8s).

By Lemmas 12.5 and 10.2:
(12.35) 01(P(S)) is containedin no hyperplaneof Gr(1, T(Alb(S), 0)).
If H is a generichyperplanec Gr(1, T(Alb(S), 0)):
0 < ({L8}*{x'-(H)})v ? ({ 1(S)} {8 1(H)}) P

=

1

Thereforeif Vh denotesas beforea hyperplanesectionof V:
(12.36) X is inducedby sectionsof the bundle

L(Vh).

But (12.35) and (12.36) taken togetherimplythat X is induced by the
vectorspace of sectionsof L(Vh). (See Lemma (A. 1)
entirefive-dimensional
of Appendix.) So (12.33) can be completedby an appropriateisomorphism
betweenthe two copies of P4 appearingin the diagram. Thus by (12.34):
THEOREM12.37. For properchoiceof isomorphism(12.2), thefollowing
diagramis commutative:
> oa8(S)

S

, 0)).
Alb(S) is an immersion,
(Goas) inducesthe tangentbundle
Gr(2, 5) P&Gr (2, T(Alb(S)

Since a.: S
on S so that:

12.38. Let U(S) be the two-dimensionalvectorbundle on S
COROLLARY
inducedbytheinclusion
S:S

> Gr(2, 5)
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Then U(S) is isomorphicto thetangentbundleT(S).
Lastly since Vn U {L,: t e 9(a(S))

c Gr(2,5)}, we have

COROLLARY
12.39. The cubicthreefoldV is determinedbyits surface of
lines S.
13. The "double-six",

Torelli, and irrationality theorems

As in ? 3, let Q, = Q(I(V)) denotethe polarizingclass ofthe principally
polarizedabelian varietyg(V). Let a8,:S Alb(S) and p: Alb(S) ~~L J(V)
be as in previous chapters. Referringto Definition3.15 and Lemma 11.5,
we have the following:
-

PROPOSITION13.1. (9oa8)*({S})

has as its Poineare dual on J(V) the class

(Q3j3!).
Proof. Let i1, *..

I, 2o

be any basis for H'(J(V))
AkA

QV = E

15+k

such that

I

If we continueto denoteby ok the pull-backof ek to S under (bpoas)*, then
fromLemma 11.5 we have:

5

(3

(13.2)

A

Ds

5D

2

$5?k

-0 0

kA

Ds

fork =1,*,5;
for other

l> k.

To provethe proposition,it sufficesto provethat
5

|

A
/q

S

A

k

A

dr

A

25+k

A

=

i,

A

5+1

= 1

when {p, q, r, s}

forki#1 ,

{k,5 + k, 1,5 + 1} .

Since this is strictlya numericalresult, it sufficesto prove the result for
S = S- with Sa as in ? 9. By (11.21), we may take as our basis for H'(S)
} of ? 9. Then the propositionis proved by the forthe set {X,a, r1,**
mulas (11.29)-(11.31).
(Thus I(V) is a principallypolarizedabelian varietyof level 2 (see ? 3).)
Definethe morphism
(13.3)

NY:S x S --> A(V)

by P(s1, s2) = P(a.(s) - xs(s2)). By Theorem12.37, NPis an immersionat
each point (si, S2) such that (L., nLL82)= 0. Thus the image P(S x S) in
J(V) (countedwith multiplicity
one) is an effectivedivisoron J(V) whichwe
denoteby Os. Noticethat Osis even (that is, Os = - Os) and independentof
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the choiceof basepoints forthe mappingax,. Noticealso that T(diagonal of
S x S) = e J(V). Take a generic (si, s') e (S x S). Then (L,1 nl ,L) = 0
and thereare fivelines t2,** , t6e S such that Ltj is incidentto both L,1 and
L. for j = 2, *, 6. Referringto (11.11), define:
sj = ^Itj(s')
isr= ^tj(sl)

X=

2, ***,6,

j = 2, ...,6

By (11.9), T(sj, so) = T(sk, sk) forj, k = 1, 2, *-*, 6. The pair ((si, 2, . , s6),
(s', s', *Q, s6)) is known classically as a "double-six" of lines on a cubic surface (see [18; page 7]). Since dim T(S x S) = 4, T is genericallyfinite-to-

one and, by what we have seen, -t is genericallyat least six-to-one.But by
Proposition13.1, TP({S x S}) has as its Poincare dual on J(V) the class
6Q,. Since Q, is not divisiblein H2(J(V)), we have:
THEOREM13.4. {8s} has as its Poincare dual on J(V) thepolarizingclass
QV.
As in (12.3) we can definea Gauss map
9: OS

(13.5)

) Gr(4, T(J(V),O))

by assigning to u e Os the subspace T(Os - u, 0) of T(J(V), 0). Then
Theorem12.37 impliesthat for appropriatechoice of isomorphism
(12.2) we
have the followingcommutativediagramof rationalmappings:
SxS S

(13.6)

?D

P*

O>8scJ(V)

$

P,--o
Gr(4, T(J(V),I0))

where(D is as in Lemma 12.16. Let V* = @(V), the dual variety to V in
P* (see ? 5). As in [1; ? 71, let N denote the closure of the graph of (D in
(S x S) x P* and define
(13.7)

Eh

=

sXs(Nn ((S x S) x {h}))

for h e P*. If h X V*, then by Lemma 12.17, (Eh n (diagonal of S x S)) =
0. Then Eh contains n. (2 x (27)) pointssince (v n [h]) is a non-singular cubic surface. For h e V*, eitherEh is infiniteor Eh containsa number
of points no larger than n0. But clearly the set of pointsh such that Eh is
infinitehas dimension< 2. Also forgeneric h C V*, (V n[h]) has onlyone
ordinarydouble point by Proposition5.16. Thus for generic h C V*, Eh has
at least (2 x (22))

points. And Eh forgeneric h e V* must have less than

n0pointssinceotherwisetherewould exist a non-trivialconnectedcovering
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space of (P* - (set of codimension> 2)) which is impossible. By [1; ? 7],
forany rationalmap f: X Pd froma normalirreducibleprojectivevariety
of dimensiond ontoPd, thereis a divisorD in Pd uniquelydeterminedby the
conditionthat it is the largest effectivedivisorsuch that forx generic in D,
f'-(x) has fewerthan n elements,where n is the cardinalityof f'-(y) for
generic y e Pd. D is called the branchlocus of f and will be denotedby b(f).
Then we have:
LEMMA13.8. b($) = V* ' P*

Let es be the normalizationof O,. Then there is inducedthe following
commutativediagram:
(S x S)-OS

1(

(13.9)

P*

-

P

G

Os

where4' and a8are morphisms.Since 4' is finite-to-one
except over a set of
codimension> 2:

b(Go,) 9; b((@).
But b(Q) = V* is irreducibleand b(qoa) # 0 since 4' is genericallysix-toone,$Dis genericallyn.-to-oneand (P* - (set of codimension
> 2)) has no nontrivialconnectedcoveringspaces. Thus we have:
(13.10)

b(9oa8)= b($)=

V

THEOREM13.11. Let V, and V2 be twonon-singularcubicthreefolds.Ij
(v1)g

(V2)

then

V1

V2.

Proof. If g(V1)P J(V2) and if Sj = Sj

for j = 1, 2 thenthereis an
J(V2) such that 2v(Os) and 0S2 both give the thetadivisorof J(V) by Theorem13.4. Thus thereexists u C J(V2) such that:
isomorphism v: J(VT)

V(0

1) =

OS2 +

U-

Then there-is--a
commutativediagram
aS I

(90i1)1
P4

0S2

1(POA2)
P4*

Using 13.10 therefore,V1* V2*.Since for j
Vg

o

Vj

n

1, 2

Vj

is finite-to-oneand3generically one-to-one, the theorem now follows easily
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fromZariski's Main Theorem.
Notice that the methodof proofof Theorem13.11 is analogous to the
methodofAndreottiin [1]. Our finaltheoremalso derivesfromthe techniques
and resultsof that same work.
THEOREM13.12. Let V be a non-singularcubicthreefold.Then V is not

birationallyequivalentto P3.

Proof. By Corollary3.26, it sufficesto show that J(V) is not isomorphic
to J(C) forsome non-singularcurveC. Supposethat sucha curveC didexist.
Let
Kc:C-

P,

be the morphisminducedby sectionsof the canonicalbundleof C. Following
[1], if C is not hyperellipticlet C* = ehCF4*: i(C) and [h] are tangent at
some point},and if C is hyperelliptic,
put
C* = {h e P*: either c(C) and [h] are somewheretangent,or
[h] containsone of the 12 branchpointsof the ramified
two-sheeted covering C

i(C)}

-

.

If O, is the theta-divisorforthe principallypolarizedabelian variety g(C),
then we have a birationalmorphism
""/ C(4)

> OCC-- J(C)

by Riemann'stheorem. Let Ac denotethe Gauss map
9c:

> P4.

OC

By [1; pages 820-21], b(go-/)= C*. Since J(V)
g(C), it followsthat we
can identifyJ(V) and J(C) so that Os = Oc + u. We thenhave the commutativediagram:
s

r

C(4)

((Oco7) 0)2b(9co

-

0,

xs-

P4*

Putting a = (-/'oT),

we have:
= b$)

C*

HoweverC* as definedabove containsa linearsubspace of dimension2 in P*
(in fact it containsan infinitenumberof such subspaces), whereas by Corollary 6.2, V* contains no such subspace. This gives the desired contradiction to the assumptionthat g(V)
J(C) and so the theoremis proved.
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APPENDICES

A. Equivalence relations on the algebraic one-cycles
lying on a cubic threefold

Let Vc P4 be a non-singularcubic three-fold.There is a free abelian
group,called the groupof algebraic one-cycles,whichhas the set of irreducible algebraic curves lying on V as a distinguishedbasis. We denote this
groupby C( V). Assigningto each irreduciblecurveits degreeas an algebraic
subvarietyof P4, we can definea homomorphism:
deg: C(V)

> Z.

The kernelof this map, whichwe denoteby H(V), is the groupof algebraic
one-cycleshomologousto zero. Beforediscussingsome relationsbetweencertain subgroupsof H( V), we will needto provea lemmaoriginallydue to Fano:
LEMMAA.1. Let W bean effective
divisoron V. Thenthereis an effective
divisor Y on P4 such that:
W

(Y. V).

Proof. By the Lefschetztheoremappliedto Vc P4, the naturalmapping
so that thereis somedivisorY, on P4 such
H2(P4) > H2( V) is an isomorphism
that W is homologous,and thereforelinearlyequivalent,to (Yin V). Also, if
H is a hyperplaneon P4, the sheaf sequence:
0

> Op((k -3)H)

>

O(p4(kH)

0

0
CV(k(H V))

is exact. If k > 0:
H'(P4;

C((k - 3)H))

H3(P4; Q((- k - 2)H))

-

0

(see [13; ? 15 and 18]). Thus we obtainthat the mapping
) H?(V; C9(k(V.H)))
is a surjection. Since Y1 - kH forsome k > 0, the lemmafollows.
H?(P4; 0(kH))

Now let C be an irreduciblecurveon V and let S and T be as in (7.1).
By desingularizingthe componentsof wr(C) c T and discardingany comcurve
ponentswhicharise fromEckardtpointsof V, we obtaina non-singular
C1and a mapping
+:C1-,

T

C is finite-to-oneand generically six-to-one. (Note
of w1r-'(C)
that * is notnecessarilygenericallyinjectivesincesomecomponents
may have to be countedwith multiplicity> 1.) Next we definea P1-bundle
over Cl:

such that (rvo*): C,
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s
T, = {(u, x) e C, x V: x LS(e(u))1

Now we can constructsectionsof the bundle w1r:
T,

-

(i) define z-: C, > T, by z-(u) = (u, (wrvo*)(u));

C1 as follows:

(ii) for a generic hyperplane H - P4 define a: C1

T1 by a(u)

(u , (L,,S (,t(u,,H)),

Using Lemma A.1, we have that there exists a divisor Yc P4 such that
(countingmultiplicities):
(Y V) = lv(Ti) .

Therefore(again keepingtrackof multiplicities):
( Y- Vet
H) = irv(a7(C1))
But in the surface T1, U(CQ) is homologous,and in fact linearlyequivalent,
-to (z-(C1)+ (sum of fibresof w11)).Thus projectingonto V by wr1:T1 V, we
have
-

LEMMAA.2. Let C be an irreduciblecurve on V. Then thereexists a
divisor Y on P4 such that6C is rationallyequivalentto ((H. Y. V) + (sum of
lines)) on V.
Let R( V) be the subgroupof H( V) consistingofall algebraicone-cycles
rationallyequivalent to zero, and A(V) the subgroupof all algebraic onecyclesalgebraicallyequivalentto zero. Then
R( V) c- A( V) c- H( V),
and dividingby R(V) we get an inclusionof quotientgroups:
a(V) c7

C(V).

If we let 2( V) be the subgroupof (f(V) generatedby elementsof the form
(sj1 S, E nj = 0)

E nj~L,

then by Lemma A.2:
PROPOSITIONA.3. 6TC(V) c 2(V).
B. Unirationality

Recall that a threefoldV is unirationalif thereis a genericallyfinite-toone rationalmapping
f: P3-

V.

It was evidentlyknownto Max Noetherthatthecubicthreefoldis unirational.
forthiswhichwas pointedout to us byJ. Fogarty.
'Wewill give a construction
Let L. be a line in V and let [@(x)] denotethe tangenthyperplaneto V
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at the point x e L.. Then thereis a P2-bundle
B

> Lo

withfibre= It e Gr(2,5): x e L, ' [PD(x)]}.EvidentlyB is a rationalthreefold.
We can definea rationalmap by the rule
(f (x, t) + 2x) = (L,i V)
for (x, t) e B. Then f: B e V is definedexcept along a curve and the set of
adherencepointsto f along that curve lies in
W = U{L,:

seS

and (Lf nLo) # 0}.

For y e (V - W), let K be the plane throughy and Lo. Then f'-(y) is the
set of points (x, t) e B such that:
(i) ye L,;
(ii) x is a singularpointof (K. V).
Since (K. V) = L, + (quadriccurve), f is genericallytwo-to-one.
C. Mumford's theory of Prym varieties and a comment on moduli

D. Mumfordhas developeda theoryof "conic bundles" and associated
Prymvarieties. His theorygives also a proofthat if V is a non-singular
cubic
threefoldthen J(V) is not the Jacobianvarietyof a curve. Furthermore,it
sheds some light on the singularitiesof the polarizingdivisorO,. We shall
brieflydescribehis resultshere.
Let L be a line lyingin V and let
FL:

P4

-

P2

be a generic projectioncenteredalong L. If VL is the variety obtainedby
blowingup V along L, then WrLinducesa morphism
wr:VL
> P2 .
(C.1)
The fibresof w are given by conic curves on V which are coplanar with L.
By [18; pages 3-5], these fibresare non-singularexcept along a plane curve
GL of degreefivealong which the fibrebecomes the sum of two lines. For
genericL, we have seen in ? 10 that GL is the quotientofthe incidencedivisor
involutionNIL.
D, undera fix-point-free
The situation(C.1) is called a conicbundle. Note that VL
V gives an
on the principallypolarizedintermediateJacobians:
isomorphism
(C .2)

fJ(

V)

fJ( VL) -

If we put J(DL)= (W, U, XC), then NL induces an involutionon W which
leaves SC invariantand also takes U ontoitself. This gives a decomposition
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W1(e W-,
intoeigenspacescorresponingto the eigenvalues + 1 and
tion. Im JCis not unimodularon the lattice

u

-

1 of the involu-

= (U n W1)

but it is divisibleas an integral-valuedbilinearformand Im ((1/2)K) is integral-valued and unimodular. The resulting principallypolarized abelian
variety
(W-19U_19(1/2)JC)
is called the Prym varietyassociated to (DL, YL), which we shall denote by

9(DL,NIL)Mumfordhas provedthat for conic bundles with singular fibreswhich
are always the union of two distinctlinearcomponents,thereis an isomorphismbetweenthe intermediateJacobianvarietyof the conicbundleand the
involutiongiven by
Prym varietyassociated to the curve with fix-point-free
the componentsof the singularfibres. Thus in our situation:

J(VL)P&9)(DLY AIL)-

(C.3)

The questionthenarises as to whichPrymvarietiescan be Jacobianvarieties of curves. If (W, U, SC) is a principallypolarizedabelian varietyand
0 is the corresponding
theta-divisoron (WI U), thenit is knownthata necessary conditionfor (W, U, SC) to be the Jacobianof a curve is that:
dim(Osing) > (dim W)

(C.4)

-

4

where Osing is the singularlocus of the subvariety0 of (WIU).
Let D be a non-singularirreduciblealgebraiccurve, Y a fixed-p~int-free
involution,and G the quotientcurve. If theassociatedPrymvariety 9)(D, 1)
has theta-divisor0,, then Mumfordhas shownthat:
dim((r)sing)

(C.5)

<

(g

-

5)

whereg = genus of G except in the followingcase:
(i) G is hyperelliptic;
(ii) G is a three-sheetedcoveringof P1;
(iii) G is a doublecoveringof an ellipticcurve;
(iv) G is a curve of genus 5 havingsomevanishingtheta-nulls;
(v) G is a plane quintic.
By (C.3), it is case (v) which interestsus here. In this case the unramified
G fall intotwo classes dependingon the parityof the dimencoveringsD
sion of a certain linear systemon G. To see what this is, let L1 be the line
bundleon G whichis constructedfromthe representation
-
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- 11C*
7U,(G) >{1,1}
associatedto the covering D
G and let L2 be the ample bundleon G c P2
gotten by restrictingthe bundle whose divisoris a line on P2. Then there
are two cases:
1 so that we cannot
(i) if dimH0(G; ((L, ? L2)) is even, dim((Or)sing)
rule out the possibilitythat the Prymvarietyis the Jacobianof a curve;
(ii) if dimH0(G; (D(L,? L2)) is odd, thenthe singularset of O,contains
exactlyone point. Now forthe case of the cubic threefold,(DL, -YL) falls into
this last case, so that by (C.3) and (C.4) the intermediateJacobiancannotbe
the Jacobianof a curve. Also, by ? 13, the singularpoint of Or = Os ' J(V)
mustjust be the image of the diagonal of S x S under the differencemap
(S x S) H cOSJ(V).
Finally, we should like to give a commentabout moduliof the set of
class ofa cubicthreecubic threefolds.It is easily seen that the isomorphism
fold V dependson ten parameters(see [8; pages 493-94]). If a plane quintic
locusofthe Gauss mappingapplied
GLarises as in (C.1), thenthe ramification
to the theta-divisorof i(DL, NL) allows us to reconstructV, and forfixedV
the family {GL} depends on two parameters. Since the familyof all plane
quintics also dependson twelve parameters,this suggests that one may be
able to take a generic plane quintic G and an unramifieddouble covering
D
G such that dimH0(G; C(L, 0 L2)) is odd and recovera cubic threefold
fromthe ramificationlocus of the Gauss map associatedto the theta-divisor
on the Prymvariety.
-

-
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